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President Earl H. Potter III talks to a crowd of several hundred during the groundbreaking ceremony of the NHEC on March 2. The new center will be increased
in size by one-third and become a regional events center, expected to be completed by this fall.

National hockey center to undergo a facelift
Staff Report

The National Hockey Center will soon
play host to more than simply hockey.
Friday, March 2, at 3 p.m. Dave Kleis,
St. Cloud mayor, SCSU Athletic Director
Morris Kurtz, SCSU President Earl H. Potter III, Chris Coborn, CEO of Corborn’s,
Inc. and NHEC campaign chair all held
KMZMUWVQIT[PW^MT[IVLWNÅKQITTaJMOIV\PM
overhaul of the 23-year-old hockey center.
“The NHC is now the NHEC,” Potter
said in front of several hundred people attending the groundbreaking. The National
Hockey Center is now the National Hockey
and Event Center, but Potter said the name
is only temporary.
The project is expected to cost $14.7

UQTTQWVPW_M^MZQVITT]VQ^MZ[Q\aWNÅKQIT[
project more than $30 million in enhancements to the NHEC, which is part of a
commitment Potter made to redevelop
.QN\P)^MV]M=VQ^MZ[Q\aWNÅKQIT[IZM_WZSing with investors to secure major sponsorships, which includes naming-rights.
“This is the latest installment in St.
Cloud State’s ongoing contribution to
the renaissance of Fifth Avenue. Transforming our hockey arena into a regional
events center will compliment our city’s
new River’s Edge Convention Center and
enhance the quality of life in Central Minnesota,” Potter said.
The project is expected to be substantially complete this fall. One of the main
changes to the facility is a 50,000 square-

foot, four-story glass atrium that will extend
south from the current building front to
Herb Brooks Way. Another 20,000 squarefeet of the existing facility will be remodeled.
Steven Ludwig, vice president of Administrative Affairs, said the four-story glass
I\ZQ]U_QTTPW][MIUIQVÆWWZTWJJaIVL
ticketing area adjacent to the main rink and
the ground level will include elevators and
stairs to the arena’s south concourse, as well
as areas that recognize project donors and
celebrate the men’s and women’s hockey
program.
The addition will include two loading
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Morris Kurtz, Director of Athletics, talks about how President Potter
helped push forward the expansion
and remodeling of the hockey arena
into a regional events facility.

OutLoud! proud
for 12 years
Autumn Hamberg
STAFF WRITER

generally accepted as students who
don’t go to college straight out of
high school. These students are
generally older than the undergraduate population and must meet one of
the following criteria: they’re married,
they’re a veteran, they’re a parent or
they’re a refugee or person with immigrant status.

The student organization OutLoud!, makes activities like drag
shows and the “Guess the Straight
Person” workshop available to
students.
Kayla Lubbers, who has been
involved in OutLoud! for six years
said, “OutLoud! began in 2000
and is completely student ran.
OutLoud! cannot be described
without mention of Heidi Aldes.
Aldes was a founding member,
ÅZ[\LQZMK\WZIVLNWZUMZLQZMK\WZ
of OutLoud!. Aldes reintroduced
and advocated to the members
that ‘social justice is our goal,’
motivating the members’ activism.” Lubbers added, “OutLoud!
always does activist’s work.”
<PMZMIZMIJW]\ÅN\MMVIK\Q^M
members and three co-chairs of
OutLoud!. The co-chairs are
8I\ZQKS:QKPIZL[ÅVSXZWOZIUming chair, Alex Alarcon -administration chair, and Trevor
Johnson -drag show chair. The
new director is Brandon Johnson,
replacing Aldes, and is also the
organization’s adviser.
“Election for a next year’s
board happens this semester,”
:QKPIZL[ÅVS[IQL¹/W\WINM_
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The decision to make SCSU tobacco free continues to dominate
Student Government discussions.

Tobacco discussion continues
John Russett
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

The tobacco policy continues
to spark avid debate among Student Government members.
With the window narrowing
NWZIK\QWVIVWNÅKMZ¼[ZMXWZ\_I[
enough to start further discussion
on what would be best for SCSU
in regards to student safety and
the general mess which has been
created by the implementation of
phase one of the tobacco policy
on Aug. 1, 2011.
Randall May, Student Government senator, met with Miles
Heckendorn, director of Public
Safety, to discuss the possible
ZIUQÅKI\QWV[WN NWTTW_QVO\PZW]OP
with phase two of the tobacco
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policy, set to begin Aug. 1.
May said the meeting was
mainly to address the potential
safety hazards for students who
wish to continue to smoke once all
tobacco is banned from campus.
The current situation at St.
Cloud Technical and Community College is cause for concern,
May said. Students are currently
forced, due to smoking policies
on the St. Cloud Tech campus,
to smoke on the median in the
middle of the street, he said.
When the second phase of the
tobacco policy is implemented
May said he was curious as to
the hoops students would have to

6HHTobacco / Page
Atmosphere rocks SCSU
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This graph shows the ratio of traditional students to non-traditional students in the summer semester from 2008-2011.

Non-traditional students account
for around 20 % of population
Michael Runyon
NEWS EDITOR

Non-traditional students make up
more of the student population than
you might think. You could be sitting
next to a non-traditional student
while reading this article. You could
be a non-traditional student reading
this article.
Non-traditional students are

Page 8
Atmosphere performed in the Atwood Ballroom Sunday. This was part
of the “Welcome
Home” tour.

Husky hockey sweeps

Page 16
Husky Hockey
swept 2-0 to UNO
to earn berth in the
Final Five.
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OutLoud!

Events
Calendar

Continued from Page 1
meetings. It is a great leadership opportunities and it
is fun.”
This semester, OutLoud! gives the members
opportunity to springboard
ideas on Tuesdays from
2-3 in the Union,which is
located close to the Campus
Involvement desk.
“Although, most work is
done outside of meetings,”
six-year member Trevor
Johnson said.
“[LGBT] does have
a number of different
groups,” Johnson said. This
is because there cannot be
mention of one without the
other. One group being
Queer People of Color, a
closed group. The second
group is GLBT Alliance- a
social support and educational a group where everyone is welcome. And thirdly,
Trans Ally - a newer, more
focused on Trans-related
issues group sponsored by
OutLoud!.
Lubbers is an intern at
the LGBT center and is in
charge of the benchmarking for LGBT assessment.
This means she researches
other schools LGBT unions
and organizations for comparative reasons.
“There are 27 peer
institutions-determined by
number of students at the
school, number of people
living within the city, and
the amount of tuition,”
Lubbers said. These are
found throughout the nation, not just in Minnesota.
Lubbers goes on further,
“Out of these 27 peer
institutions only 10 actually
provide the same resources
that SCSU offers and 5
of them are what SCSU

aspires to be like.”
Mankato is the only one
similar to SCSU in the fact
that it has two organizations
and a center for LGBT
students.
OutLoud!’s main obligations include drag shows in
the fall and spring semesters, tabling in Atwood a
couple times a week and
planning events associated
with LGBT education and
activism.
“Partnerships are key,”
Lubbers said when talking
about planning events. “Any
partnership is welcome.”
In the past, OutLoud! has
partnered with other organizations such as UPB and
ResLife.
The next few events on
Lubbers and Johnson mind
were “Out Proud Week”,
an event taking place
March 19-23, and “Glits &
Glam, Musicals & More”,
the spring time drag show
on April 5.
“Out Proud Week” has
taken weeks to plan and
Q[[\QTTÅVM\]VQVOLM\IQT[
Some things to expect are
workshops covering topics
like transgender topics and
general social justice, and
having the opportunity to
hear keynote speakers.
This semester’s drag
show will have 15 performers and will be held in the
Atwood Ballroom, which in
the past has reached over
700 in audience members.
“I see the drag show being a pretty big deal,” Johnson said. “We take months
to practice and get it to be
the best show it can be.”
“I forget how much we
do until we’re asked about
it,” Johnson said.

Wednesday
Internship Search
and Prep
10 - 11 a.m.
This event is free and
open to the public
and will take place at
Centennial Hall, room
207. The purpose of
this event is to educate
participants on how to
ÅVLIVQV\MZV[PQX6W
registration required.
JUN-KAI TEOH / STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Mayor Dave Kleis, Athletic Director Morris Kurtz, President Earl Potter, and
Coborn’s Inc. CEO Chris Coborn hold ceremonial shovels at the NHEC groundbreaking on March 2.

NHEC
Continued from Page 1
docks and a large receiving
area which will help the facility house concerts, theater
productions, trade shows,
speakers, conferences,
meetings and other sporting
M^MV\[<PM[MKWVLÆWWZWN 
the building, when complete, will have a team store,
two new concession stands
and two new bathrooms.
The current bathrooms
and concession stands will
be demolished to make the
south concourse wider to try
IVLQUXZW^MNWW\\ZINÅKÆW_
at games and events.
The fourth level of
the completed project will

include about 14 spectator
suites with bathrooms and
working space for support services. Ludwig said
the suites will improve the
acoustical characteristics
of the main arena and will
enhance sound quality for
concerts and other events.
Charitable contributions
raised by the St. Cloud State
University Foundation will
TIZOMTaÅVIVKM\PMXZWRMK\
according to Craig Wruck,
vice president for University
Advancement.
Fifth Avenue Live, a
community-campus initiative to revitalize the main

north-south boulevard
through campus, depends
on investment in the NHEC.
The renovation and expansion of the building will help
to maintain the competitiveness of SCSU’s NCAA
Division I hockey programs,
especially the men’s program, which is set to join the
VM_PQOPXZWÅTM6I\QWVIT
Collegiate Hockey Conference in 2013, Potter said.
Future work on the event
center will include the renovation of team locker rooms
as well as training space.

Non-traditional
Continued from Page 1
According to information
gathered from Brent Donnay,
the research analyst specialist
I\\PM7NÅKMWN 1V[\Q\]\QWVIT
Research, non-traditional
students at SCSU contribute around a quarter of the
population.
The data obtained by
Donnay took a look over the
last four years using the six
criteria of age and status to
see how many students made
up the non-traditional population.
From fall of 2008 to fall
of 2011, SCSU had anywhere
between 4,154 and 4,638
non-traditional students. The
enrollment of traditional students was around 14,012 and
13,275. This means that the
total enrollment of non-traditional students was around 24
percent for the fall.
The data showed that as
far as enrollment goes, spring
is not much different than fall.
The percentages of non-traditional students in the spring
hovered around 27 percent.
In the summer, however,
the percent of non-traditional
students enrolled jumps to 40
to 45 percent. The number
of all students enrolled drops
[QOVQÅKIV\Ta<PM\W\IT[\]LMV\
population enrolled in the
summer from 2008-2011 is
23,326 while the totals from
spring and fall are 64,104 and

71,806 respectively.
Although these numbers
[MMUZI\PMZPQOP\PM7NÅKM
of Non-Traditional Students
held a survey on February 23,
asking students some basic
questions. The last question
in the survey was “Do you feel
that St. Cloud State University is doing its best to meet
the needs of non-traditional
students?” and only 32 percent of students who took the
survey answered yes.
The survey also took a
look at the demographics in
the non-traditional student
population.
The survey found the following percentages
 87 of the students
were over the age
of 25
 60 of students are
parents
 15 are veterans
 63 are returning to
college after 5 or
more years away
 38 work part time to
support their education
 54 work full time to
support their education
 82 are not claimed as
a dependent
 8 care for elderly
or aging parents or
other
 38 are single

Tobacco
Continued from Page 1
jump through to smoke a cigarette.
One site that has been discussed as absorbing the majority of the smokers use once
the complete eradication of tobacco is being
enforced is Barden Park, adjacent to campus.
According to Heckendorn, May said, the
city of St. Cloud would then put in place and
enforce a littering ordinance on the park.
Enforcing a littering ordinance on the park
would force students even farther from campus,
should they choose to smoke.
May said he didn’t get the impression that
anyone in favor of the tobacco policy would like
to see students put in danger.
“I don’t believe the Public Safety director would be in favor of something that would
place students in danger,” May said.
Another issue, which continues to surface
during Student Government discussions on the
tobacco policy, is the number of cigarette butts
littering campus.
Lloyd Sandstrom, Student Government

CHRONICLE GRAPHIC

This graph shows the ratio of traditional students to non-traditional students
in the fall semester from 2008-2011.








61 are married/partnered
6 First-year students
14 Sophomore
28 Juniors
29 Seniors
14 Graduate
2 Post Graduate

senator, said the trash is becoming a problem
because the smoking policy on campus is largely
being ignored.
When the second phase of the tobacco
policy is put into place, Sandstrom said he feels
this problem is only going to get worse.
“We’re going to have some mess on this
campus,” he said.
Even though the tobacco policy may seem
like a good thing, Sandstrom said, the actual
implementation of the policy itself might not be
as pretty.
“While it may all sound good, it’s not working,” Sandstrom said.
With the second phase of the tobacco ban
set to begin this fall, time for changing a policy
which is already in place is running short.
“We need to act soon,” May said.
Corie Beckermann, director of Health Services, was unable, for a second time, to speak to
Student Government about the tobacco policy
L]M\WI[KPML]TQVOKWVÆQK\
Beckermann and Heckendorn were members of the 13-member task force put in place
by Earl Potter, SCSU president, to review the
university’s current smoking policy.



1 non-degree seeking

The survey was conducted
by Student Life and Development and was completed by
141 non-traditional students.

by Student Life and Development and was completed by
141 non-traditional students.

The survey was conducted

‘Kony’ 2012 creates controversy
Meg Iserloth
ONLINE EDITOR

A few weeks ago, the
name Joseph Kony meant
nothing to most people living
outside of Africa. It wasn’t
]V\QT\PMVWVXZWÅ\WZOIVQbItion Invisible Children created the video “Kony 2012”
that the rest of the world
became aware of what was
really going on in that region,
despite it being an issue that
has been going on for the past
decade. In the video, Joseph
Kony is called the world’s
worst war criminal, leading a
group called the Lord’s Resistance Army (LRA) that is said
to have abducted more than
30,000 children as troops
over the last 26 years, forcing

them to murder their own
parents. Invisible Children’s
website also says the group “is
encouraged to rape, mutilate,
and kill civilians - often with
blunt weapons.”
Though the video says
Kony is currently in Uganda,
their website says that he has
since moved to the Democratic Republic of Congo,
Central African Republic,
and South Sudan. In order to
stop Kony’s reign of violence
and terror, the organization
has asked everyone to take a
stand this year to disarm the
LRA. The group’s goals are
to ensure “that Joseph Kony
is known as the World’s Worst
War Criminal” and that “U.S. and

6HHKony / Page

Women On
Wednesday
12 - 12:50 p.m.
This event is free and
open to the public
and will take place at
the Atwood Center
theater. The event
is titled “Competing
Identities” and will
look at the issue of
women of color’s selfQLMV\QÅKI\QWV

Thursday

Understanding
the Project
Management Body
of Knowledge Level 2
8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
The course is $525 and
is open to faculty and
staff. The course will
outline the discipline of
project management.
It is not focused on
preparing for the PM
KMZ\QÅKI\QWVM`IU[J]\
it will help participants
gain a better
understanding of the
guidebook. This course
offers 16 hours of PM
education. This event
is sponsored by the
Center for Continuing
Studies.

Friday

Networking/Job
Searching
2 - 3:15 p.m.
This event is free and
at Centennial Hall,
room 207. This event
will teach partcipants
how to learn 10
LQNNMZMV\_Ia[\WÅVLI
job and add 1 million
people to their social
network.
Employer Feedback
Fridays
9 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Centennial Hall, room
205
New employers have
come to SCSU to
meet one-on-one
with students to offer
feedback.
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SHUN JIE YONG / VISUALS EDITOR

Taken on Sunday, March 11, this photo shows how fast the snow melted outside of the Performing Arts Center during St. Cloud’s near-record highs.

St. Cloud witnesses record temperatures
Staff Report

Spring has sprung in St. Cloud. Daylight savings has given us more daylight
hours and the timing couldn’t be better.
According to NOAA Online Weather
Database the average temperature in St.

Cloud around this time of year is about 37
degrees.
The Weather Channel’s website is
predicting 50s and 60s for the highs in St.
Cloud this week. Friday could even reach
71 degrees.
Get your shorts and sunscreen out Min-

nesotans, it’s time to celebrate the coming
of warm weather and the melting of snow.
Perhaps the last major snowfall of the
2011-2012 winter season occurred on Feb.
29, the Wednesday before SCSU’s spring
break. Many students rejoiced as their
midterms were postponed and classes were

cancelled by understanding professors. The
snowstorm was truly a gift from father win\MZIVLIOWWL_Ia\W[IaW]ZÅVITILQM]\W
accumulative snow... at least until November rolls around again.

SHUN JIE YONG / VISUALS EDITOR

Taken during the recent snowstorm on Tues., Feb. 28, this photo shows the amount of snow St. Cloud received.

Kony
Continued from Page 3
War Criminal” and that “U.S. and international efforts to stop
Kony are bolstered with a more comprehensive strategy for
disarmament, demobilization, and reintegration.”
According to the video and website, the only way to do
this is to make Kony famous by spreading the word, “not to
celebrate him, but to raise support for his arrest and set a
precedent for international justice. In this case, notoriety translates to public support. If people know about the crimes that
Kony has been committing for 26 years, they will unite to stop
him. Secondly, we want Kony to be famous so that when he is
stopped, he will be a visible, concrete example of international
justice. Then other war criminals will know that their mass
atrocities will not go unnoticed or unpunished.”
Foreignaffairs.com said that President George W. Bush
placed the LRA on the U.S. Terrorist Exclusion List in 2001,
meaning the group was banned from entering the United
States due to their terrorist activities. Six years later Obama
signed the Lord’s Resistance Army Disarmament and Northern Uganda Recovery Act after activists camped outside of
Oklahoma Senator Tom Coburn’s house for 11 days because
he “had objected to U.S. legislation against the LRA due to
funding concerns,” according to the website. The act called
for “increased, comprehensive U.S. efforts to help mitigate and
eliminate the threat posed by the LRA to civilians and regional
[\IJQTQ\aºQVILLQ\QWV\WZMY]QZQVOWNÅKQITZMXWZ\[\W+WVOZM[[

WV_PI\_I[IK\]ITTaJMQVOLWVMQV\PMÅOP\IOIQV[\\PM4:)
foreignaffairs.com said.
What’s perhaps most concerning about the U.S.’s involvement in Uganda is that “although the United States has
committed itself to protecting civilians in Uganda, it appears
to have no plans to do so, nor did it consult with UN forces
QV\PMIZMIº[IQLNWZMQOVINNIQZ[KWU¹<PQ[Q[ZI\PMZJINÆQVO
since much of the pressure on the administration comes from
groups asking it to do exactly that: protect civilians.”
It is reasons like these that the Invisible Children group’s
video “Kony 2012” called for civilians to take a stand. They
called Obama’s deployment of troops a victory, but said that
more needs to be done, urging viewers to share the video and
raise awareness in any way they can, including buying an Action Kit from the organization that includes a bag, a bracelet
and other items to help spread the word. But despite their
outward appearance, there has been a large backlash against
the organization as people question whether or not they may
have ulterior motives. Some have been calling it propaganda,
criticizing the group for not sending more charity money
directly to Africa.
David Pritschet, a middle school geography teacher at Forestview Middle School, said that it’s important to keep in mind
that Invisible Children is an awareness program whose goal
is to make the world aware of Kony, much like the “I Love
Boobies” campaign sparked attention about breast cancer. In
that sense “Kony 2012” has been successful, being the eleventh
video on the subject by Invisible Children, yet the only one
that has pooled in this much attention, according to rebuttle
video “The Alarming Truth About Kony 2012”.
“The Alarming Truth” broke down expenses from Invis-

QJTM+PQTLZMV¼[ÅVIVKQITZMXWZ\[\I\QVO\PI\\PMOZW]X[XMV\
$8,676,614 last year, yet only 32 percent of the money went
to direct charity services. “Only 32 percent of that money
actually went to Africa, the kids in Africa, and not even all of
the 32 percent went to kids in Africa. I’m guessing only 10-15
percent, maybe even less,” the video said. “The other part of
the around $9 million in expenses went toward staff salaries,
\ZI^MTIVL\ZIV[XWZ\I\QWVIVLUW[\WN ITTÅTUXZWL]K\QWVº
¹1V^Q[QJTM+PQTLZMVQ[ZMITTaQV\WW]\X]\\QVOÅTU[IVLZIQ[ing awareness and all that, but I mean, now I think there is just
way too much awareness, you know?,” the video said. “Everbody’s aware, everybody knows that there’s this guy named
Joseph Kony, and he’s some madman, and you know, he uses
child soldiers and all that mumbo jumbo... but nobody’s actually going to go to Uganda and kill this guy or bring him to
justice. This issue needs action and aid, not awareness.”
“I think every organization should be scrutinized to see
where their funds are from and where they’re going, and
people may have a legitimate claim if the 2012 video [doesn’t
make that clear],” Pritschet said. “It doesn’t sound to me like it
was an intentional [scheme] for the Invisible Children to make
IXZWÅ\º
Regardless of where the money is actually going, there is
no doubt that “Kony 2012” has certainly raised awareness
of the issue and made people from all around the world want
to join together and help. Many people who criticize Invisible Children make it clear that they still support taking down
Kony, and some believe that without the creation of “Kony
2012”, it would still be an invisible issue outside of Africa.
“What’s the alternative,” Pritschet said of the video. “Do
we just ignore it?”
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Business
Congress proposes to end paying for subsidized loans
Hannah Swift
BUSINESS COLUMN

Undergraduate and
graduate students across the
U.S. are already straddled
with huge amounts of
student loan debt, but come
July 1 that debt may be
increasing.
The U.S. government,
struggling to reduce the
VI\QWV¼[LMÅKQ\PI[XZWXW[ML\WKPIVOMPW_UIVa
government loans graduate
students can receive and
how soon they start incur-

ing interest on those loans
once they are done with
school.
Recently, an analysis
from the Federal Reserve
Bank of New York found
that the $870 billion in
student loan debt has surXI[[ML\PM !JQTTQWVQV
credit card debt in the U.S.
+WVOZM[[Q[XZWXW[QVO\W
[\WXXIaQVONWZ[]J[QLQbML
graduate student loans,
_PQKPSMMXQV\MZM[\ZI\M[
low while students are in
school and gives graduates
a six-month window before
\PMaPI^M\WXIa]X

They also want to get
ZQLWN I[XMKQITKZMLQ\\PMa
give to any students who
UISM\PMQZXIaUMV\[WV
time for 12 months.
<PMJQTTQWVLWTTIZ[
saved from making these
cuts over the next 10 years
_QTTPMTX\PMOW^MZVUMV\ZMduce their own debt, but at
a cost to higher education.
Some of the money
saved will go to funding the
Pell Grants for undergraduate students. The maximum
of $5,500 students can
ZMKMQ^MPMTX[[WUM UQTTQWV[\]LMV\[IaMIZXIaNWZ

school.
Originally the cuts were
XZWXW[MLJa:MX]JTQKIV[QV
Congress, but the fact that
some of the money is going
\W[]XXWZ\8MTT/ZIV\[PI[
PMTX\PMK]\[OIQV[]XXWZ\
IKZW[[XIZ\aTQVM[
With more students
attending graduate school
than ever before, this move
by Congress could increase
the debt burden for many
by several thousand dollars
a year.

807<7+7=:<-;A7.576-A+66+75

A crowd gathers to protest cuts to higher education.

Science
Great Lakes ice down by 71 percent
Michael Runyon
SCIENCE COLUMN

)KKWZLQVO\WIZMXWZ\X]JTQ[PMLJa\PM)UMZQKIV5M\ZWXWTQ\IV;WKQM\aWVTaIJW]\XMZKMV\WN \PM/ZMI\4ISM[
NZWbMTI[\aMIZ
8ZM^QW][WJ[MZ^I\QWV[[I_I[PQOPI[!XMZKMV\QKM
KW^MZIOMQV!!<PMI^MZIOMQKMKW^MZIOMPI[JMMV
XMZKMV\
<PMZMXWZ\IT[WNW]VL\PI\\PMIUW]V\WN QKMNW]VLQV
\PMOZMI\TISM[PI[LMKTQVMLIJW]\XMZKMV\QV\PMTI[\
years.
<PMTMILI]\PWZWN \PMZMXWZ\_PQKPIXXMIZMLQV\PM

[WKQM\a¼[2W]ZVITWN +TQUI\MI\\ZQJ]\ML\PMLZWX\WKTQUI\M
change.
Researchers found the decline in ice coverage using
[I\MTTQ\MQUIOM[WN \PMOZMI\TISM[NZWU!
The lakes with the highest decline in ice coverage are
4ISM7V\IZQWIVL;]XMZQWZ<PM\_WPI^M[MMVQKMKW^MZIOMLMKTQVM IVL!XMZKMV\ZM[XMK\Q^MTa
Jia Wang is the lead researcher of the study. He works
QV\PM6I\QWVIT7KMIVQKIVL)\UW[XPMZQK)LUQVQ[\ZI\QWV
TIJQV)VV)ZJWZ5QKP
?IVO\WTL\PMXZM[[\PI\\PMLMKTQVMQVQKMKW^MZIOM
KW]TLKWUMNZWUUIVaNIK\WZ[QVKT]LQVOKTQUI\MXI\\MZV[
TQSMjT6Q}WWZ4I6Q}IKPIVOM[QVIZK\QK_QVLXI\\MZV[
and broader climate change.

PHOTO COURTESY OF GREAT-LAKES.NET

The Great Lakes saw only about 5 percent ice coverage last year. The highest ice coverage was 94 percent in 1979.

Technology
The internet moves over 790 petabytes of data per day
Michael Runyon
TECHNOLOGY COLUMN

<PMQV\MZVM\Q[IJQOXTIKM<PQ[UIaTMILWVM\WI[S
¹?PI\PIXXMV[WVILIQTaJI[Q[WV\PMVM\'º
The answer may be a bit of an understatement: a lot of
data is transferred.
In one day on the internet, enough information is
KWV[]UML\WÅTT UQTTQWVL^L[_PQKPQ[\PMMY]Q^ITMV\WN 

!XM\IJa\M[7VMXM\IJa\MQ[\MZIJa\M[
1VWVMLIaWV\PMQV\MZVM\!JQTTQWVMUIQT[IZM[MV\
1VWVMLIaWV\PMQV\MZVM\UQTTQWVJTWOXW[\[IZM_ZQ\ten.
1VWVMLIaWV\PMQV\MZVM\UQTTQWVXMWXTM^Q[Q\.IKMJWWSUQTTQWV^Q[Q\<_Q\\MZUQTTQWV^Q[Q\4QVSMLQVIVL
20 million visit Google+.
1VWVMLIaWV\PMQV\MZVM\JQTTQWVUQV]\M[IZM[XMV\
WV.IKMJWWS[\I\][M[IZM]XLI\MLIVLUQTTQWV
XPW\W[IZM]XTWILML

1VWVMLIaWV\PMQV\MZVM\UQTTQWVPW]Z[IZM[XMV\WV
6M\ÆQ`
1VWVMLIaWV\PMQV\MZVM\ PW]Z[WN ^QLMWIZM
]XTWILMLWVAW]\]JM
In one day on the internet, the average internet user
[XMVL[UQV]\M[^QM_QVOXWZV
In one day on the internet, 18.7 hours of music are
streamed on Pandora.
1VWVMLIaWV\PMQV\MZVM\ VM_IXX[IZMLW_Vloaded.
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Incident reports: March 4 - March 10
)TIZUÅZM#NIT[M
1

2. Matter of informa\QWVKW]Z\WZLMZWNN
campus
4W[\XZWXMZ\a[\I\M
SMa[WNNKIUX][
5

)TKWPWTLZQ^QVO
]VLMZ\PMQVÆ]MVKM
Beaver Island Trail

3

2
4

5. Damage to propMZ\aXMZ[WVIT^MPQKTM
ACROSS
1. Grave marker
6. Lummox
10. Salute
14. Castrated male chicken
15. Hindu princess
16. Small island
17. Spanish for “Friend”
18. Pitcher
19. An outer surface
20. Remunerate
22. Nipple
23. Arctic bird
24. Throng
26. Supernatural
30. Not before
32. Fake
33. Dreadful
37. Sourish
38. Change
39. Astrological transition
point
40. Paddle-wheeler
42. Optical maser
43. Unsuccessful person
44. Meager
45. Soft leather
47. Seated oneself
48. Mountain pool
49. Causing irritation
56. A set of garments
57. Not false
58. Speedy
59. Skin disease
60. Nobleman
61. Alter
62. Marsh plant
63. Feudal worker
64. Slowly, in music

Follow Us Online
Website
www.universitychronicle.net

Facebook
www.facebook.com/pages/UniversityChronicle/53249528282

Twitter
www.twitter.com/universitychron
DOWN

1. Stigma
2. Docile
3. Sweeping story
4. Corporate image
5. Deviation from the normal
6. Stream
$ÀHOGRIJUDVV
8. 1 1 1 1
9. Filmmaker
10. Belonging to the past
11. Out of kilter
12. Homeric epic
13. Gave temporarily
21. Lay
25. Record (abbrev.)
26. Chooses
27. Gossip
28. Center
29. Not gifted

30. Fragrant oil
31. Fuss
33. Found in some lotions
34. Dethrone
35. End ___
36. Agile
38. Someone not present
41. Stylish, in the 60’s
42. Sidelong
44. Friend
45. Condiment
46. Pee
47. Inscribed pillar
48. Russian emperor
50. Historical periods
51. Change direction
52. Identical
53. Not closed
54. Pepper____
55. Cocoyam

Crossword courtesy of mirroreyes.com

Answers for Feb. 27

The Chronnies hold meetings every
Monday and Wednesday in the
basement of Stewart Hall. We meet
at noon in room 13. Sometimes we
have coffee and donuts.
We want to hear from you
Do you have any thoughts or opinions on any
of the articles you have read in the University
Chronicle? Well, we want to hear what you have
to say. Go to our website and go to the submit a
pitch link. Your opinions will be hosted on this
page or our opinion section.
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Slacktivism won’t save anything
Molly Willms
MANAGING EDITOR

I’m sorry to burst the slacktivist bubble that has been sweeping
Facebook lately, but –
Wait a minute. I’m not sorry
at all. If college students are being
this lax in their critical thinking,
our generation is doomed, and
somebody needs to snap us out
of it.
Unless you’ve been on a
blissful silence retreat this break,
you’ve likely heard of the Kony

2012 campaign. In short, Joseph
Kony is a paramilitary leader in
Central Africa who is known for
kidnapping children and killing
people through his Lord’s Resistance Army.
The only reason people know
about him is because a shady
charitable organization called
Invisible Children released an
W^MZ[QUXTQÅMLMUW\QWVITTaUInipulative, misleading video about
Kony and the LRA. Many of my
well-meaning Facebook friends
reposted this half-hour-long video
urging everyone to watch it.
The criticism comes from all
angles: IC only donates 1/3 of its
total funding directly to the needy
in Central Africa; Kony isn’t even
in Uganda anymore as the video
suggests; the U.S. is already taking
action to bring Kony to justice;
the video suggests a “white man’s

burden” attitude toward helping
XMWXTM#\PMZM¼[IXQK\]ZMÆWI\QVO
around of IC’s founders holding
machine guns and looking seriously at a camera with members
of the existing Ugandan government (which is infamous for it’s
own tendency toward violence
IVLP]UIVZQOP\[^QWTI\QWV[<PM
list goes on.
I have several big problems
with this movement: Why didn’t
anyone check any facts before
re-posting it? Where is the outcry
about Christianity and its damaging effects that would surely
be abundant if the group was
fanatically Muslim? Why hasn’t
IC immediately agreed to reroute
its funding?
All these plague my mind, but
the most nagging problem is this:
What do you expect to accomplish by watching a video? By

re-posting a video?
Pat yourself on the back, now
you “know” about suffering in the
world. You watched a promotional video by a salesman, felt guilty,
and re-posted it to Facebook and
Twitter.
Maybe you gave to IC. Did
you check where your money was
going? Did you know that less
than 38 cents was going to the
people you felt sorry for?
I’m not trying to downplay
the importance of social media or
the power of awareness. KnowQVOWN KW]Z[MQ[\PMÅZ[\[\MX\W
helping.
But if knowing is all you
do, and you really aren’t “knowing” anything, you are really just
partaking in the bliss of ignorance.
You’re doing yourself and
everyone else a disservice by post-

Learning to disconnect
Michael Runyon
NEWS EDITOR

Nobody rests.
It’s tough to rest in a society where
you are woken up by an alarm that
[KZMIU[I\aW]WVTa\WÅVLaW]Z[MTN 
putting some music on while you get
the million things that need to be done
done before running out the door.
We are completely saturated by
media. When we’re on the move, we
listen to our iPods or surf the internet
on our tablets. When we’re at our
jobs, we listen to music or browse
the web or have some sort of device
turned on.
We go home to 20 explosions
per minute movies and 180 beat per
minute music, only to stop for three
minutes to cook our food in a microwave that beeps at us to tell us when

our food is done. Some of us even
listen to music while we’re asleep.
We’re stuck in this endless bombardment of ideas, images and sounds
all being delivered at staggeringly fast
speeds.
The Internet is possibly the best invention in the century, but we need to
realize that the internet merely gives
us the ability to share the wonderful
world around us. It does not take its
place.
According to Claudia Wallis’ “The
Multitasking Generation”, when a
brain undertakes multiple tasks, errors
go up and it takes far longer – often
double the time or more to get jobs
done if they were done sequentially.
So not only are we unable to relax
under the strains of a fast-paced society, we’re actually slowing down in the
ability to get things done.
Have we, as a society, ever thought
to turn off the radio for just one second and listen to the sound of silence?
1\¼[M[XMKQITTaLQNÅK]T\NWZ][QV
the media to take a step outside of
ourselves and outside of society to sit
JIKSIVLZMÆMK\
Our society moves at a faster rate
than it ever has before. It’s far too

MIZTa\WM`\ZIXWTI\MWV\PMZIUQÅKItions that such speed will have on us in
\PMTWVOZ]VJ]\Q\¼[LMÅVQ\MTaIP]OM
change.
We should all take some time out
of the day to disconnect. Whether it’s
reading a book, taking a walk or even
taking a short nap, take it.
We could all do well with a short
housecleaning of the soul.
I took a trip to Nebraska a few
years back to spend some time with
my family and it was possibly the
best thing that I’ve done in my life.
I turned my cell off, navigated with
maps and left my laptop at home.
<PM\QUM_I[[XMV\Å[PQVOIVL
observing nature. When I came back
to the matrix, I felt refreshed and
ready to meet the world again. When
I work, I try to take a ten minute
break every hour or so and when I’m
at home I try to take a refreshing bath.
It helps keep my mind off of things.
Think of something you could do
to disconnect yourself each day, be
it for a few minutes or even a couple
WN PW]Z[AW]UQOP\ÅVLaW]Z[MTN 
ZMNZM[PMLIVLNWK][MLNZWUM^MVÅ^M
minutes away from the screaming
media of our society.

ing untruths and half-truths and
passing them off as important.
If you truly want to be a
steward to the earth and the human race, something I’m guessing
everyone who posted the video
does, please do your research.
Kony, by all accounts, is a terrible man. He should be stopped
and brought to justice, wherever
he is.
Just don’t hitch your wagon
to the two dullest stars in the
charity rating system, Invisible
Children.
Make a trip to Africa, donate
to a reputable organization, support the things that truly help
others, not just the ones that make
you look good.
Think critically. It’s the best
thing you can do for yourself and
for humanity.

Worth 100 Words
How could you make a new
“Pink Panther” movie without
Cato? I mean, I realize that he
stands for every negative stereotype that Hollywood can portray,
but without him we just have
Steve Martin tripping over himself
again.
Oh, he has a French accent this
time? Perfect.
No aging comedian has ever
done that when their career takes
a dive.
Now instead of two grown men
feverishly attacking each other
during random intervals in the
day, Martin tries to sneak up on
the guy from “Leon: The Professional”.
Basically, what this means is that
we miss you, Cato. Come back.
Joe Edmonds
Copy Editor

Have an opinion?
Send a letter to the editor.
Web - www.universitychronicle.net
Email - opinions@universitychronicle.net
Mail - 13 Stewart Hall, SCSU
St. Cloud, MN 56301

Can’t be responsible for your pet? Don’t own one

Lauren Willms
OPINIONS EDITOR

Owning a pet is a wonderful thing.
)XM\KIVJMI\MZZQÅK[W]ZKMWN KWUfort, a wonderful addition to a family, and
sometimes, a good excuse to exercise.
However, in choosing to become a pet
owner, you are choosing to be responsible.
Giving an animal food and water easy.
Pets, like people, require love, nourishment,
up-keeping, and general care.
If you can not be home enough to even
NMMLaW]ZLWOKI\Å[PJQZLM\KLWVW\
have a pet. I can assure you, if you are
someone who has little regard for your pet’s
well-being, they will be much happier in a
shelter where they will receive appropriate
food, water, and attention daily.
Rule number one about being a

responsible pet owner: provide your pet
with a clean place to breathe and go to the
bathroom.
1]VLMZ[\IVL\PI\XM\[TQSMKI\[IVLÅ[P
require less care than dogs or other animals, but they still require care nonetheless.
How would you feel about going to
the bathroom in a toilet that hasn’t been
Æ][PMLQV\PZMMLIa[')TQ\\MZJW`KIVTWWS
and feel an awful lot like a dirty toilet for a
KI\I[_MTTI[_I\MZNWZÅ[P
How would you feel if you had to live
in your own and others’ waste, constantly
JZMI\PQVOQVJWLQTaÆ]QL[IVLIVa\PQVOMT[M
imaginable? Fish, who are generally easy to
own, are faced with this every time they are
left with a dirty tank.
I am not suggesting that you clean these
areas constantly, but cleaning them routinely will make for a happier pet.
Rule number two for owning a pet:
don’t leave them in a hot car with the
windows up.
Bringing your dog or cat with you to
your weekly grocery shopping trip can be
great for you, but not for your pet. Running
in to the gas station on the way back from
the dog park is one thing, but leaving an
animal in a vehicle in extreme temperatures
for an extended period of time is danger-

ous. A dog or cat may become agitated or
even die if left with no fresh air and little
space to move. I can’t think of anyone who
enjoys sitting cooped up in a hot or cold
vehicle.
Rule number three for owning a pet:
keep them on a leash or in exceptional
control.
For the sake of other animals and
people, keeping your animal under control
in any situation. It reduces risk of your pet
harming other people or pets, as well as
vehicle accidents or other dangerous occurrences.
Rule number four: if you are leaving
town and must leave your pet behind, ensure its safety and care.
Although it would be nice for our pets
to be able to open the pantry for food and
use the toilet, it is not likely. Leaving an
W^MZÆW_QVOJW_TWN NWWLNWZaW]ZKI\WZ
dog may look like appropriate feeding for
the span of a weekend or week to you, but
to a dog or cat it looks like a treat, extra
food to eat immediately. (And, as everyone
SVW_[W^MZNMMLQVOSQTT[Å[PNWZ\PMUW[\
part, so doing that is just asking for a dead
Å[P-^MVKITUTaM`XTIQVQVO\WaW]ZXM\\W
ration its food will not do the trick, unfortunately.

Food and water is one thing, in home
hazards are another. Things like curtain
cords and sharp objects, as well as food
being left out are dangerous for animals.
Cat and dogs are generally smart, but when
they see something to play with, there’s no
telling when they will get themselves caught
in the blinds, hanging from to cord, or
eating too much candy left on the table. I
KIV¼\QUIOQVMKWUQVOQV\WÅVLILWOWZKI\
stuck somewhere for what could have been
days.
:]TMV]UJMZÅ^M"1PI^MVW\QKML\PI\
a common fear of pet owners is that their
animals will get fat.
This is something that can be prevented
by you. If you have a high energy dog like
a collie, it is important to understand that
collies are working dogs, that they require
extensive daily activity. If you live in a
one bedroom apartment and are gone 8-9
hours per day, a dog could go stir crazy. I
am not doubting that those in this situation exercise their dogs and cats, but then
it needs to be a daily routine. Cats need
exercise as well. Keeping a pet as active as
aW]IZMWZM^MVUWZMIK\Q^MQ[JM\\MZNWZ
the both of you.
If you do not possess the responsibility
to take care of a pet, don’t own one.
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UPCOMING
EVENTS
Monday Night Jazz at The
Pioneer Place, Monday,
March 12 at 8 p.m.
Erica Williams Art Exhibit
at Atwood Ballroom
Display Cases, Monday,
Feb.27 - March 29 from 8
a.m. to 12 p.m.
RASHA DEILULILS / CONTRIBUTING PHOTOGRAPHER

Open Mic Night at The
Local Blend, Tuesday,
March 13 at 7 p.m.

Atmosphere performed at SCSU for the second consecutive year, this time promoting their seventh full-length
album, ‘The Family Sign’.

Atmosphere rocks Atwood
Emily Haeg

Steven Ruud, Composition
Recital at Performing
Arts Center Recital Hall,
Wednesday, March 14 at
6 p.m.
The Veranda Lounge
presents Matt Veline at
Veranda Lounge, Friday,
March 16 at 9 p.m.
Romeo and Juliet at The
Pioneer Place, Friday,
March 16 and Saturday,
March 17 at 7:30 p.m. and
Sunday, March 18 at 2 p.m.
Downtown Art Crawl
in downtown St. Cloud,
Friday, March 16 at 5 p.m.
The St. Cloud Area AllStar Jazz band presents
Shaun Johnson Big
Band Experience at the
Paramount Theatre, Friday,
March 16 at 7 p.m.

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Finishing with a
bang, SCSU made sure
the “Welcome to Minnesota” tour ended right.
The tour, featuring Minnesota based
hip-hop artists, made
Q\¼[[Q`\PIVLÅVIT[\WX
in St. Cloud on Sunday,
Feb. 26.
Headlining the tour
was well known indierap group Atmosphere.
Atmosphere has been
around for over 20 years,
and is considered to be
\PMÅZ[\OZW]X\WX]\
Minneapolis’ hip-hop
scene on the map.
This is Atmosphere’s
second consecutive year
visiting St. Cloud, and
were here promoting
\PMQZ[M^MV\PWNÅKQIT
full length album, “The
Family Sign”. Many Atmosphere fans observe
that this album has more
emotional weight then
previous albums, but
front-man Slug disagrees.
“We didn’t want this
album to have as many
one-liners,” Slug said.
“If you look deeper into
the songs, the humor is
there.”
“Last time here was
really fun, but a lot of
people were drunk,”
Slug said.
This year, tickets sold
out completely a couple
of hours before the show
started and the doors to
Atwood Ballroom were
set to open at 6 p.m. By
this time, the line outside
the ballroom twisted
\PZW]OP\PM\WXÆWWZWN 

Atwood.
The show’s opening line up included
BK-One, MaLLy, Kill
the Vultures, and Big
Quarters.
Before the show Slug
commented on how
“Welcome to Minnesota” was unique from
tours in the past.
“It’s good to keep
it close to home,” Slug
said. “It’s also nice
because I can be home
within a matter of hours
if there’s an emergency.”
Rhymesayers signed
rapper BK-One opened
the show followed by
MaLLy. Next up was
Kill the Vultures and
then Big Quarters, who
got the crowd pumped
up before Atmosphere
took the stage.
Despite the fact that
Slug was in the process of losing his voice
Atmosphere played new
songs from “The Family
Sign”, such as “She’s
Enough” and “I Don’t
Need Better Days”.
Nothing compared to
the crowd reactions
when Atmosphere
staples such as “Say
Shh” and “Yesterday”
were preformed.
In between songs,
Slug commented on how
happy he was to see the
crowd in a better state
compared to last year.
“I’m glad you aren’t
all drunk and having to
take care of each other
this year,” Slug said. “I
don’t want to have to
babysit you, I want to
party with you.”
As the songs continued balloons were

RASHA DEILULILS / CONTRIBUTING PHOTOGRAPHER

Tickets sold out completely for this year’s concert just hours before
the show started. The doors to Atwood Ballroom were set to open at
6 p.m. for opening acts.
thrown around and the
the crowd roared. The
show came to a conclusion when the crowd demanded an encore and
Slug obliged, returning
with two songs, one of
which was brand new.
The night ended
with applause. Slug later
posted to Atmosphere’s
Twitter account “thank

you st cloud. my voice =
extinct.”
On the subject of
what’s to come for
Atmosphere, Slug is the
ÅZ[\\WILUQ\PMLWM[V¼\
know what’s next.
“I have no idea.
Here we are in 2012 and
we’ve got all these people speculating on what
that means and if the

end of the world is near
or the ocean’s going to
swallow everything,”
Slug said. “I don’t care.
I’m more interested in
trying to make sure the
people around me are
enjoying their time right
now.”

Andrew Walesch at
Veranda Lounge, Saturday,
March 17 at 9 p.m.
Ring of Kerry at the
Paramount Theatre,
Saturday, March 17 at
7:30 p.m.
RASHA DEILULILS / CONTRIBUTING PHOTOGRAPHER
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REVIEWS

UW^QMOIUMITJ]UJWWS\PMI\MZ

Picoult’s latest book picks apart family bonds
Hannah Swift
BOOK REVIEW

+TI[[QKNIQZa\ITM[[]KPI[
¹<PM<PZMM4Q\\TM8QO[ºIVL
¹4Q\\TM:ML:QLQVO0WWLº
[PW_\PI\P]UIV[PI^MI
TWVO[\IVLQVONMIZWN _WT^M[
;\WZQM[TQSM\PM[MXWZ\ZIa
_WT^M[I[JTWWL\PQZ[\a\PQM^M[
IT_Ia[WV\PMTWWSW]\NWZ
\PMQZVM`\UMIT
?Q\PI[\WZaZM^WT^QVO
IZW]VLINI\PMZ_PWIJIVLWVMLPQ[NIUQTa\WTQ^MQV\PM
_QTL_Q\PIXIKSWN _WT^M[
JM[\[MTTQVOI]\PWZ2WLQ
8QKW]T\I\\MUX\[\WMZILQKI\M
\PM_WTN [\MZMW\aXMQVPMZTI\M[\VW^MT¹4WVM?WTN º
4]SM?IZZMVQ[\PM_WZTL
NIUW][¹_WTN UIVº_PW
[XMV\\_WaMIZ[TQ^QVO_Q\P
I_QTL_WTN XIKS0W_M^MZ
_PMVPMZM\]ZV[\W[WKQM\aPM
PI[IPIZL\QUMZMILR][\QVO
\WJMQVOP]UIVIOIQV<PM
XIKSPMTMN\JMPQVLNMMT[UWZM
TQSMPQ[NIUQTa\PIVPQ[W_V
_QNMIVLKPQTLZMV
)N\MZZM\]ZVQVONZWU\PM
_QTL4]SM¼[NIUQTaTQNMNITT[
IXIZ\_PMVPQ[ aMIZWTL
[WVTMI^M[\PMKW]V\ZaIN\MZ

IVIZO]UMV\4]SM¼[_QNM
/MWZOQMÅTM[NWZLQ^WZKMIVL
4]SMUW^M[QV\WI\ZIQTMZVM`\
\WPQ[_WTN ZM[MIZKPNIKQTQ\a
;M^MZITaMIZ[TI\MZ+IZI
?IZZMV4]SM¼[LI]OP\MZ
PI[UW^MLQV_Q\PIN\MZPMZ
UW\PMZUIZZQM[ITI_aMZIVL
PI[\_QV[+IZIQLWTQbM[PMZ
NI\PMZIVLPMTX[PQU_Q\PPQ[
ZM[MIZKP;PMQ[ÅVQ[PQVO]X
PMZ[MVQWZaMIZWN PQOP[KPWWT
_PMV\ZIOMLa[\ZQSM[\PQ[
JZWSMVNIUQTa
4]SMIVL+IZIIZM[MZQW][TaQVR]ZMLQVIKIZIKKQLMV\+IZIUIVIOM[\WZMOIQV
KWV[KQW][VM[[J]\PMZNI\PMZ
Q[VW\[WT]KSa4]SMZMUIQV[
QVI^MOM\I\Q^M[\I\MZMTaQVO
WV^MV\QTI\WZ[\WSMMXPQU
ITQ^M
/MWZOQMQ[I\\PMPW[XQ\IT
\WPMTXPMZLI]OP\MZJ]\
when she tries to assist her
M`P][JIVL[PMQ[[\WXXML
JMKI][M[PMQ[VW\VM`\WN SQV
)N\MZ[Q`aMIZ[WN TQ^QVO
QV<PIQTIVL_Q\PW]\\ITSQVO
\WPQ[NI\PMZ\PMXZWLQOIT
[WV-L_IZL?IZZMVZM\]ZV[
PWUMIVLQ[I[SML\WUISM
ILMKQ[QWVIJW]\PQ[NI\PMZ¼[
care.

+IZI\PW]OP[PMQ[KTW[M[\_Q\PPMZNI\PMZQ[\PZMM
UWV\P[I_IaNZWU\]ZVQVO 
IVLQ[VW\TMOITTaIJTM\WPI^M
QVX]\IJW]\\ISQVOPMZNI\PMZ
WNN TQNM[]XXWZ\-L_IZLWV
\PMW\PMZPIVLJIZMTaSVW_[
PQ[NI\PMZIVLPI[[\ZWVO
resentment towards the man
_PWPMJTIUM[NWZIJIVLWVQVOPQ[NIUQTa\WTQ^M_Q\PI
XIKSWN _WT^M[
8QKW]T\TQSMQVUIVaWN 
PMZVW^MT[[XTQ\[]XKPIX\MZ[
Ja[_Q\KPQVO^QM_XWQV\[NZWU
KPIZIK\MZ\WKPIZIK\MZ1\Q[
IVQV\MZM[\QVO_ZQ\QVO[\aTM
ITTW_QVONWZ\PMZMILMZ\W
UWZMLMMXTa]VLMZ[\IVL\PM
^IZQW][KPIZIK\MZ[
-^MV\PW]OP4]SM?IZZMVQ[QVI^MOM\I\Q^M[\I\MNWZ
UW[\WN \PMJWWSZMILMZ[
OM\\WSVW_PQUI[_MTT
\PZW]OPÆI[PJIKS[\WPQ[
LIa[TQ^QVO_Q\PI_QTLXIKS
WN _WT^M[\WTLNZWUPQ[XWQV\
WN ^QM_
.WZXMWXTM_PWTQSM
IVQUIT[\PW[MIZM\PMUW[\
QV\MZM[\QVOXIZ\[WN \PMJWWS

8QKW]T\LQLM`\MV[Q^MZM[MIZKP
WV_WT^M[\W_ZQ\M¹4WVM
?WTN ºIVLJI[MLU]KPWN 
PMZQVNWZUI\QWVWV\PMZMIT
TQNM¹_WTN UIVº;PI]V-TTQ[
<PMUM\IXPWZJM\_MMV
the intense bonds between
_WT^M[QVIXIKSIVL\PW[MWN 
INIUQTaQ[[\ZWVO\PZW]OPW]\
\PMVW^MT
<PM[\WZaKTQUI`QV^WT^M[
I\ZQITJM\_MMV\PM[QJTQVO[
_Q\P/MWZOQM¼[VM_P][JIVL
\PMQZ[\MXNI\PMZ[MZ^QVO
I[-L_IZL¼[TI_aMZIVLI
+I\PWTQKXWTQ\QKQIVI[+IZI¼[
8QKW]T\¼[[\aTMQ[QV[\IV\Ta
ZMKWOVQbIJTMIVL\PMZMKQXM
NWZ\PQ[JWWSQ[TQSM[WUIVa
WN PMZW\PMZ\Q\TM["\ISMIKWV\ZW^MZ[QITQ[[]M\ZW]JTMLKPIZIK\MZ[\PZW_QVIUM\IXPWZ
IVLIXQVKPWN KW]Z\IVLaW]
_QTTOM\I8QKW]T\VW^MT
?PQTM¹4WVM?WTN ºUIa
JMIZMKQXMZMILMZ[PI^MJMMV
[MZ^MLJMNWZMQ\¼[[\QTTOWQVO\W
MV\QKMUIVaP]VOZaMaM[

807<7+7=:<-;A7./77,:-),;+75

Best-selling author Jodi Picoult’s latest novel attempts
to break the negative stereotypes associated with wild
wolves.

RATING:

Effect’s co-op adds value
Andrew Gnirk
GAME REVIEW

7V5IZKP[KQMVKM
ÅK\QWVIK\QWV:8/¹5I[[
-NNMK\ºJMKIUMI^IQTIJTMQV
\PM=;1\Q[[WTLNWZ@JW`
8TIa[\I\QWVIVL8+
<PMOIUMKWUXTM\M[\PM
[\WZaWN +WUUIVLMZ;PMXIZL
_PQKP_I[[M\]XIVLLM^MTWXMLQV\PMÅZ[\\_WQV[\ITTUMV\[;PMXIZLQ[IP]UIV
\ZaQVO\W[I^M\PMOITI`aNZWU
IVIL^IVKMLZIKMWN [MV\QMV\
UIKPQVM[SVW_VI[\PM:MIXers.
<PM¹5I[[-NNMK\º[MZQM[Q[
XZWL]KMLJa+IVILQIV^QLMW
OIUMLM^MTWXMZ*QW_IZM
_PW[MZM[]UMQVKT]LM[¹;\IZ
?IZ["3VQOP\[WN \PM7TL
:MX]JTQKº\PM¹,ZIOWV
)OMºOIUM[IVL\PMUI[[Q^M
U]T\QXTIaMZWVTQVMOIUM¹;\IZ
?IZ["<PM7TL:MX]JTQKº
1V¹5I[[-NNMK\º¼[
[QVOTMXTIaMZKIUXIQOVOIUMZ[
XTIaI[+WUUIVLMZ;PMXIZL
<PMZMIZMUIVaK][\WUQbI\QWVWX\QWV[WNNMZML[W\PI\
MIKPOIUMZKIVKZMI\MPQ[WZ
PMZW_V]VQY]M^MZ[QWVWN \PM
[IUMKPIZIK\MZ.WZM`IUXTM
;PMXIZLKIVJMMQ\PMZUITMWZ
NMUITM[XMKQITQbMLQVWVMWN 
[Q`KWUJI\KTI[[M[IVLPI^M
WVMWN \PZMMLQNNMZMV\JIKSOZW]VL[\WZQM[
<PMVIZZI\Q^MWN ¹5I[[
-NNMK\ºXZQUIZQTaZM^WT^M[
IZW]VL+WUUIVLMZ;PMXIZL
\ZI^MTQVOIKZW[[\PMOITI`a
OI\PMZQVOITTQM[IVLZM[W]ZKM[·
KITTML_IZI[[M\[QVOIUM·QV
WZLMZ\WLMNMI\\PM:MIXMZ[
?PM\PMZ;PMXIZL[]KKMML[
OZMI\TaLMXMVL[WV\PMXTIaMZ
_PWUISM[KPWQKM[\PZW]OPW]\
\PMOIUM\PI\KIVUISMWZ
JZMIS\PMUQ[[QWV<PM[\ISM[
PI^MVM^MZJMMVPQOPMZIVLVW
WVMQ[[INM
*]\I[_Q\P\PMXZM^QW][
\_WQV[\ITTUMV\[;PMXIZL
_QTTPI^MPMTXITWVO\PM_Ia
;Y]ILUI\M[I^IQTIJTMQV\PM
OIUMQVKT]LMWTLIVLVM_
NIKM[\W\PM[MZQM[

7VMVW\M_WZ\PaVM_
NMI\]ZMQV¹5I[[-NNMK\ºQ[
\PMQVKT][QWVWN U]T\QXTIaMZ
<PMOIUM¼[WVTQVMKWWXUWLM
UISM[Q\\PMÅZ[\QV\PM[MZQM[
\WPI^MIU]T\QXTIaMZMTMUMV\
0MZM¼[PW_Q\_WZS[I
[Y]ILWN ]X\WNW]ZXTIaMZ[Q[
LZWXXMLQV\WIKWUJI\bWVM
IVLNIKMMTM^MV_I^M[WN KWUX]\MZXTIaMZMVMUQM[NZWU\PM
OIUM¼[KIUXIQOV1N \PM[Y]IL
UIVIOM[\W[]Z^Q^MITT
_I^M[\PMaIZMM`\ZIK\ML^QI
[P]\\TMIVL\PMÅOP\Q[W^MZ
<PMZMIZM_I^M[WN X]ZM
KWUJI\I[_MTTI[WJRMK\Q^M
JI[ML_I^M[\PI\UIaQVKT]LM
\PM\I[SWN PIKSQVOIVMVMUa
\MZUQVITWZ\ISQVOW]\[XMKQÅK
MVMUa\IZOM\[WV\PMUIX
<PM[Q`KWUJI\KTI[[M[
NZWU\PMKIUXIQOVIZMXZM[MV\
NWZXTIaMZ[\WKPWW[MNZWU1V
ILLQ\QWV\WJMQVOP]UIVKPIZIK\MZ[\PMZM¼[IT[W\PMWX\QWV
\WXTIaI[ITQMV[XMKQM[NZWU
\PM[MZQM[QN \PMaIZM]VTWKSML
<PMU]T\QXTIaMZPI[\PM

IJQTQ\a\WINNMK\[QVOTMXTIaMZI[
_MTT;]KKM[[QV\PMU]T\QXTIaMZ
UWLMZIQ[M[I[\I\Q[\QKSVW_V
I[OITIK\QKZMILQVM[[_PQKP
ITTW_[NWZUWZMMNNMK\Q^M][M
WN _IZI[[M\[NW]VLQV[QVOTM
XTIaMZ<WX]\Q\UWZM[QUXTa
XTIaQVOU]T\QXTIaMZQ[I_Ia\W
KQZK]U^MV\[WUMWN \PMUWZM
\MLQW][\I[S[IVLOI\PMZQVOQV
[QVOTMXTIaMZ
<PMWVMXW\MV\QITÆI_WN 
\PQ[OIUMQ[\PM[QVOTMXTIaMZ
KIUXIQOV¼[MVLQVO1\PI[
\PMKIXIJQTQ\aWN JMQVO^MZa
LQ[IXXWQV\QVO\W\PW[M_PW
PI^MXTIaML\PMMV\QZM[MZQM[
because it renders certain
KPWQKM[UILMXZM^QW][TaUWW\
IVLUMIVQVOTM[[;WUM_QTT
MUJZIKM\PMMVLQVO_Q\P
JQ\\MZ[_MM\[I\Q[NIK\QWVJ]\I[
UIVa_QTTVW\
¹5I[[-NNMK\ºQ[IOWWL
OIUM_Q\PIVMVLQVO\PI\
UIaZQVOPWTTW_NWZ[WUM1\
ZMKMQ^M[IV W]\WN 

RATING:

807<7+7=:<-;A7./)516/;9=1,+75

“Mass Effect 3” completes the story of Commander Shepard’s efforts to save the galaxy.

PHOTO COURTESY OF CELEBUZZ.COM

“The Vow” is closer to the true story more than the book by the same title.

Vow shares sad reality
Ashmika Patke
MOVIE REVIEW

¹<PM>W_ºQ[ILZIUI\QKZWUIV\QKÅTU
IJW]\IVM_Ta_MLKW]XTM_PWU][\ZMVM_\PMQZ
TW^MIN\MZ\ZIOMLa
*W\PWN \PMVM_Ta_ML[IZMIZ\Q[\[_Q\P
8IQOMJMQVOI[K]TX\WZIVL4MWIU][QKQIV<PM
aW]VOKW]XTMQ[NIKML_Q\PINIUQTa\ZIOMLa
_PMV\PMa¼ZMQVIVMIZNI\ITKIZIKKQLMV\?PQTM
4MW_I[UW[\Ta]VPIZUML8IQOM[]NNMZ[[M^MZM
UMUWZaTW[[IVLLWM[VW\ZMUMUJMZ4MW
;]LLMVTa\PZ][\QV\WIUIZZQIOM_Q\PI[\ZIVOMZ
8IQOMNMMT[KWUXTM\MTaTW[\IVLITWVM4MW\ZQM[
\WJMR][\PMZNZQMVL_PQTMPMTXQVOPMZ\WZMKW^MZ
IVLI\\MUX\[\WOM\PMZ\WNITTQVTW^M_Q\PPQU
ITTW^MZIOIQV¹<PM>W_º[\IZ[\PM\ITMV\ML
IK\WZ[:IKPMT5K)LIU[IVL+PIVVQVO<I\]U
5K)LIU[IVL<I\]UUISMIÆI_TM[[ZWUIV\QK
IVLLZIUI\QKXIQZIVLJZQVOW]\\PMQZOWWL
NZQMVL[PQXIVLJZQTTQIV\KPMUQ[\ZaQV\W\PM
UW^QM
:MTMI[ML\W\PMI\MZ[VI\QWV_QLMWV.MJ
\PMUW^QM_I[XZWL]KMLJa;XaOTI[[-V\MZ\IQVUMV\IVLLQZMK\MLJa5QKPIMT;]K[a<PM
[KZMMVXTIaQ[Ja)JJa3WPV5IZK;QT^MZ[\MQV
IVL2I[WV3I\QU[
<PM[]XXWZ\QVOKI[\QV\PMUW^QMQVKT]LM
;KW\\;XMMLUIV2M[[QKI5K6IUMM;IU
;PMXIZLIVL2M[[QKI4IVOM
<PMUW^QMQ[IJW]\UQV]\M[TWVOIVL
ZI\ML8/NWZ[WUMTIVO]IOMLZIUI\QKMTMUMV\[[M`]ITKWV\MV\IVLXIZ\QITV]LQ\a
<PQ[Q[LMÅVQ\MTaIOZMI\ZWUIV\QKIVL
VW[\ITOQKUW^QMNWZIVaKW]XTM[M[XMKQITTaNWZ

>ITMV\QVM¼[,Ia
.WZNIV[WN \PMJWWSSMMXQVUQVL\PI\\PM
UW^QMLWM[V¼\Y]Q\MUI\KPIVLQ[WVTaTWW[MTa
JI[MLWV\PMJWWSJ]\Q\Q[JI[MLUWZMWV\PM
\Z]MTW^M[\WZa
<PMUW^QMQ[LMÅVQ\MTaI[]KKM[[IN\MZMIZVQVOIJW]\ UQTTQWVWVWXMVQVO_MMSMVL
IVLKWV\QV]ML\WW^MZ  UQTTQWVI\\PMJW`
WNÅKM_Q\PW^MZ!UQTTQWV^QM_MZ[IJZWIL
¹<PM>W_ºQ[QVNIK\JI[MLWVIVIK\]ITTW^M
[\WZa¹<PM>W_ºQ[JI[MLWV\Z]MM^MV\[\PI\
PIXXMVML\W3ZQKSQ\\IVL3QU+IZXMV\MZ<PM
+IZXMV\MZ[_MZMUIZZQMLQV\PMMIZTa!![
<PM[IUMaMIZ\PMaOW\UIZZQML\PMa_MZMQV
IVITUW[\LMILTaKIZIKKQLMV\TMI^QVO\PMJZQLM
QVIKWUI?PMVZMKW^MZQVOKWV[KQW][[PM
JMTQM^MLQ\_I[!!IVL8ZM[QLMV\6Q`WV_I[
[\QTTQV\PM?PQ\M0W][M1\_I[[WWVLQ[KW^MZML\PI\[PMPILTW[\IJW]\ UWV\P[WN PMZ
ZMKMV\UMUWZaQVKT]LQVOITTZMKWTTMK\QWV[WN 
PMZP][JIVLNZWU\PMQZQVQ\QITUMM\QVO\W\PMQZ
_MLLQVO1V\PMTI\M!![\PMKW]XTMZMUIZZQML
and now resides in the United States with their
\_WKPQTLZMV=VNWZ\]VI\MTa\PM_QNMLQLV¼\M^MZ
KWUXTM\MTaZMKW^MZPMZUMUWZa
<PMUW^QMKWV\IQV[[M^MZITKPIZIK\MZ
IVL[\WZaTQVMKPIVOM[\W\PMZMITM^MV\[IVL
\PMXTW\Q[\PMWVTaKWV[Q[\MV\MTMUMV\WN \PM
ÅTU<PMMUW\QWVIVLOZI^Q\aWN \PM[KMVM[
LQ[XTIaMLJa\PMKPIZIK\MZ[M[XMKQITTaWN \PM
IKKQLMV\ZMUIQV\PM[IUM?Q\P\PM[ILZMITQ\a
\PQ[Q[IUW^QM\WJM[]ZM\W[MMV_Q\P\Q[[]M[IVL
_Q\PW]\UISM]X
5aZI\QVONWZ\PMLZIUIZWUIV\QKÅTU
¹<PM>W_ºQ[[M^MVW]\WN 

RATING:

Coming Out This Week: Movies. Games. Albums.
Movies:

Games:

Albums:

21 Jump Street
Jeff Who Lives at Home
Seeking Justice

FIFA Street
Birds of Steel

Say Anything: Anarchy My Dear
Meat Loaf: Hell in a Handbasket
One Direction: Up All Night
The Shins: Port of Morrow
Adam Lambert: Trespassing

The Understudy
Free Men

Journey
The Last Story
Silent Hill: Downpour

Marquee

ARTS & LIFE
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MNL SPOTLIGHT:
Conrad Magalis
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Riverwood Dub is an up-andcoming, St. Cloud based reggae,
dub, and rock group. Cole Friel
(vocals and guitar) and Matt Burns
(drums) were long-time friends
before founding and forming Riverwood Dub. They were inspired
to start playing live music while at a
music festival in 2009.
*]ZV[I\ÅZ[\LQLV¼\SVW__PI\
instrument he would play, but Friel
noticed his knack for percussion
and suggested drums. Soon after
“with a $40 drum set and a passion
for music” they started experimenting with different sounds.
Friel and Burns’ love of reggae,
funk, and psychedelic rock helped
[PIXM\PMQZ[W]VLW^MZ\PMÅZ[\
few months. They soon noticed
that there was a need for a rhythm
guitarist and bassist. Mitch Arndt
was then added to the mix playing
rhythm guitar.
Unexpectedly, Arndt had another talent--keyboard--which was an

Up next on MNL
3/12 - Better Than Bacon
3/19 - The Half Hearts
3/26 - Soap
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Riverwood Dub

added bonus to shape Riverwood’s
sound. In 2010 the talented bassist,
Joseph Pogue, was added to the
line-up. Pogue has a very laid-back
stage presence and unique slap-bass
technique, which makes him the
XMZNMK\Å\NWZXTIaQVOTQ^MU][QKWN 
this style.
One of Riverwood’s biggest inÆ]MVKM[KWUM[NZWU5QVVMIXWTQ[
based Jon Wayne and the Pain, who
play reggae-rock and are gaining
national attention for their talent.
Friel, especially has taken a lot
of similar stylistic queues and advice from Jon (lead singer of JWP).
Friel mentioned during a pre-Monday Night Live interview that JWP
_I[LMÅVQ\MTaWVMWN \PMJIVL[\PI\
inspired him to start getting out
there and performing.
Some of Riverwood Dub’s
W\PMZQVÆ]MVKM[QVKT]LM?WWSQMfoot, Pink Floyd and Bob Marley.
Riverwood Dub has played with
a lot of other growing Minnesota
groups like Roster McCabe and
Mikel Wright and the Wrongs, who
have also been featured recently on
MNL.
Up-coming shows include Pow
?W_QV\PM8QVM[QV?ISMÅMTL
MI and Bubba’s in Sauk Rapids
on March 30. They will also be
releasing other tour information
on Facebook and their personal
website, riverwooddub.com.

DARLINGTON PANTON / STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Riverwood Dub performed on MNL on Feb. 27.

RECIPE OF THE WEEK:

Luck O’ The Irish Brownie

Aquarius: 1/20 - 2/18

New  experiences  are  not  
something  to  shy  away  from.  
Whatever  you  jump  into  you’ll  
land  on  your  feet.  
  

Ingredients















Pisces: 2/19 - 3/20

Picking  a  path  is  more  of  an  art  
form  for  you,  an  art  you  can  be  
a  master  of.  

Aries: 3/21 - 4/19

A  smile  will  prove  to  be  much  
more  useful  than  any  amount  
of  money.

Directions

Taurus :4/20 - 5/20

1.

Try  to  push  yourself  while  
focusing  on  the  really  
important  things.  The  simple  
stuff  can  wait.  

2.

Gemini: 5/21 - 6/21

3.

Take  some  time  to  yourself  to  
deal  with  any  adverse  feelings  
you  might  be  having  toward  
romance.

Cancer: 6/22 - 7/22

Keep  your  mouth  shut.  
Confronting  contradictions  will  
get  you  nowhere.

Leo: 7/23 - 8/22

Follow  your  mood  and  others  
will  agree  with  you.  You’re  on  
the  right  path.  

4 (1 ounce) squares unsweetenedchocolate
1 cup margarine, softened
2 cups white sugar
3 eggs
2 1/2 teaspoons vanilla extract
K]XITTX]ZXW[MÆW]Z
1/2 cup butter, softened
4 cups confectioners’ sugar
2 tablespoons milk, or as needed
1 1/2 teaspoons peppermint extract
6 drops green food coloring
1 1/3 cups semisweet chocolate chips
6 tablespoons butter
1 tablespoon vanilla extract

4.

PHOTO COURTESY OF LETSGETCOOKIN.WORDPRESS.COM

Recipes and information courtesy of
www.allrecipes.com

5.

Preheat the oven to 350 degrees F (175 degrees C). Grease a 9x13 inch baking
dish.
Melt the unsweetened chocolate in a cup or small bowl in the microwave. Stir at
15 second intervals until chocolate is smooth. Allow to cool slightly. Transfer to a
large bowl, and stir in the margarine and sugar until smooth. Beat in the eggs one
I\I\QUM\PMV[\QZQV\PM^IVQTTI;\QZQV\PMÆW]ZR][\]V\QTJTMVLML8W]Z\PMJI\ter into the prepared dish and spread evenly.
Bake in the preheated oven until the surface appears dry and the sides are beginning to pull away from the edges of the pan, 20 to 25 minutes. The brownies may
look more like cake and may jiggle slightly in the center- this is normal. Remove
from the oven and cool in the pan set over a wire rack.
To make the middle layer, beat 1/2 cup of butter with confectioners’ sugar in a
large bowl using an electric mixer. Add milk as needed to get a spreadable consistency. Stir in the peppermint extract and green food coloring. Spread this over the
cooled pan of brownies. Refrigerate for 30 minutes
In a microwave-safe bowl, microwave chocolate chips with the butter until
melted. Stir every 20 seconds until chocolate is smooth. Stir in vanilla and then
pour over the chilled brownies and quickly spread to cover the surface. Cool again
]V\QTÅZUIJW]\UQV]\M[\PMVK]\QV\W[Y]IZM[IVL[MZ^M

PETS OF THE WEEK:

Sid and Trig

Virgo: 8/23 - 9/22

Time  to  get  creative  if  you  
are  looking  for  any  sort  of  
meaningful  exchange  of  ideas.  

Libra: 9/23 - 10/22

Go  looking  for  beauty  and  
what  is  aesthetically  pleasing.  
It  will  prove  to  be  valuable.  

Scorpio: 10/23 - 11/21
To draw the attention you
desire try being a bit more
elusive.

Sagittarius: 11/22-12/21
Join  forces  with  those  who  
share  the  same  opinion  as  you  
on  an  important  matter.  

Capricorn: 12/22 - 1/19

This  is  the  perfect  time  to  start  
something  new.  Look  toward  
the  future  and  trust  yourself.  

Sid is a 1 year old neutered male cat who came in with his littermates and
best buddies, Simon and Bootsie.
All 3 are very social and have outgoing personalities. Sid enjoyed the company of his brothers as well as the children in the home and resident dog.
He likes to cuddle and take naps on your lap. During his waking hours, Sid
can be found looking out a window like some people watch TV.

Trig is a
2-year-old neutered black Lab
Mix. Trig came
to the shelter because his previous
owner felt that he
needed more attention than they
could provide. In
that home, Trig
lived with one
other dog and
KPQTLZMVIOM[Å^M
and up.
While he liked
playing with the
children, sometimes he’d get too
rambunctious and
accidently knock
the toddlers over.
Trig is housetrained, has a
very loyal personality, and loves to
give kisses.

Photos and information courtesy of the Tri-County Humane Society.
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HOUSING

HOUSING

HOUSING

HOUSING

HOUSING

HOUSING

MAKE A MOVE TO
KENT HOUSING!
kenthousing.com
320-252-5500

2, 3 OR 4 BEDROOM
APTS IN HOUSE
4 blk from SCSU library. Heat
paid, free parking.
320-493-9549

NEW LISTING
2& 3 BEDROOM
Off street parking.
320-250-1393

WE’VE GOT SPACE!
We have the largest 4
Bdrm Apts. near SCSU!
Free Wi-Fi, Free Parking!
Now Renting 2012-2013
School Year! 320-240-8188
www.jjsproperty.com

2 BEDROOMS
University Drive and Lakeside Apts,Close SCSU www.
riversiderealestateprop.com
Call 320-251-8284

STATESIDE APTS. ON
6th Ave! 4 Bedroom Apts.
Heat Paid, A/C, D/W, Parking One Block To Halenbeck
Hall. Avail. 6/1/12 and
8/1/12 Exel Prop. 251-6005
excelpropmgmt.com

4 BEDROOM
TOWNHOMES
Roommate Matching
www.uvtownhomes.com
320-252-2633
FREE PARKING,
INDIVIDUAL LEASES
10 & 12 month leases
320-252-2633
UNIVERSITY VILLAGE
TOWNHOMES UVT’s
Free parking, individual leases,
pool
320-252-2633
www.uvtownhomes.com
SCSU HOUSES 4 RENT!
Open ‘11-’12
www.stcloudrental.com!
4 & 5 BEDROOM
HOUSES
www.quadbproperties.com
1, 2, 3, 4, 5 BEDROOM
APARTMENTS
3 blocks from campus! Huge
kitchens and famil rooms!
Individual parking spots!
Locked, secured entry! New
Carpet! Best deal on rent in
town and can’t beat the
location!
320-492-1230
SCSU ‘12-’13
HOUSES & APTS!
**320-229-1919**
stcloudrental.com
CAMPUS APTS. ON 5th
Ave! 4 Bedroom Apts. Heat
Paid, A/C, D/W, Parking 1
1/2 Blocks To Miller Library.
Avail. 6/1/12. Excel Prop.
251-6005
excelpropmgmt.com
1-10 BDRM SCSU
HOUSES!
‘12-’13 - 320-229-1919
DOWTOWN
RENOVATION LOFTS
4 br units $300-$325/ br.
Heat included.
320-251-1925
HOMES AND APARTMENTS
FOR RENT
stcloudhomes.com
Click on St. Cloud area
home rentals.
UNIVERSITY APTS,
Large 2 Bedrooms. Close to
SCSU Also Studios, Ones,
Threes, 320-251-8284, www.
riversiderealestateprop.com
JESUS, SATAN, ALLAH
ARE PRETEND
Faith corrupts; absolute faith
corrupts absolutely.
Question. Atheism is true.
NEW LISTING 2 & 3
BEDROOM
off street parking
320-250-1393
SCSU APTS ON 7TH.
8TH & 9TH AVE S!
10 & 12 mo. leases! Call Now!
320-229-1919
SCSU HOUSES & APTS!
CALL NOW!
320-229-1919
Fbook: Premier Real
Estate Rentals

FREE WI-FI!!!
Walk To Class! Across From
Hockey Center. 4 Bdrm
Apts. Now Renting 20122013 School Year! Off-Street
Parking! 320-240-8188
www.jjsproperty.com
‘12-’13 SCSU APTS &
HOUSES!!
**320-229-1919**
3-4 BEDROOM APTS
1blk from SCSU library.
2 Full baths, A/C, D/W.
Heat paid.
320-493-9549
HOUSES,
HOUSES, HOUSES!!
SCSU 12-13 HOUSES FOR
RENT!
Call us at 320-229-1919
3+4 BEDROOMS
University Place Apts
320-281-5170
www.universityplacestudenthousing.com
scsuhomesforrent.com
3 & 4 BDRM UNITS
At our Univeristy North Apts!
7th Ave!!
stcloudrental.com
HOUSES,
TOWNHOUSES, APTS
Great locations. Great values.
320-251-1925
mpmstudenthousing.com
3 BLOCKS FROM
CAMPUS!!
2012-2013
3 & 4 bedrooms.
320-259-9673
M&M APTS.
GIGANTIC BEDROOMS!
Excellent 6 & 7 bedroom
house for rent! Prime
location! 3 blocks from campus!! 2 kitchens, 2 bathrooms,
2 family rooms. Central A/C,
free parking. New washer and
dryer. Utilities paid for!
Very nice houses!
320-492-1230
2012-13 School Yr
1,2,3 & 4 Bd Available
Free Heat, Water & Garbage!
Free Basic Cable!
On Busline!!!
Call Today 320-217-4115
www.nomgmt.com
FREE WI-FI & BASIC
CABLE!
4 Bedroom Apartment
Individual leases, just &285/m
Super close to campus!
Call Liz 320-217-4115
www.nomgmt.com/us
BENTONWOOD SE
LOCATION
1 BR $410, 2 BR $500. Free
heat/ parking on clipper.
320-251-1925
Avail 4/1, 5/1 & 6/1
mpmstudenthousing.com
FEMALES AND MALES.
Private roomS in student
apartments.
Heat paid, A/C, D/W, parKing, close.
6/1 and 8/1/12. E.P.M. 2516005.

ONE, TWO, THREE
Bedrooms, Close SCSU,
320-251-8284 www.river
siderealestateprop.com
HOUSES, HOUSES,
HOUSES
3 Locations. 4br, 6 br, 7 br
and 8br. 1-4 blks SCSU. Great
conditions/ spacious.
320-251-1925
mpmstudenthousing.com
BEAUTIFUL 4
BEDROOM HOUSE FOR
RENT!
House is in amazing shape! 2
bathrooms, 2 family rooms,
large deck! Free parking. Close
to campus! Nicest house in
campus area!
320-492-1230
4 & 5 BEDROOM
HOUSES
www.quadbproperties.com
NOW RENTING FOR
2012/ 2013
Large 2 bedroom apt. Free off
street parking. Laundry, near
Hallenbeck Hall.
Call: 320-251-0029
2 BEDROOM APTS
1/2 blk from SCSU library.
D/W, A/C. Security.
Laundry. Heat paid. 10 or 12
month leases.
320-493-9549
WESTVIEW AND
University West Apts.
4 bedroom Apts. Heat Paid,
A/C, D/W, Parking. 2 Blocks
To Miller Library. Avail.
6/1/12 Excel Prop. 251-6005
excelpropmgmt.com
scsu4rent.com
3+4 BEDROOM
Apartments 4-7
Bedroom Houses.
Close To Campus. Call For
Specials 320-259-9673
4-6 BDRM HOUSES
3&4 BDRM APTS
2012-2013
320-259-9673
www.ivyaprtments.com
BEACHWOOD
1 BR APTS.
$400-430. 320 7th Ave S.
320-251-1925
mpmstudenthousing.com
LOOKING FOR FOUR
MORE SCSU STUDENTS
to share house with other
women. 320-241-9999
LEASING NOW!
Single bedrooms available
in four bedroom apartment. Starting at $250.00
per month. Free heat, water,
garabage & basic cable!
Super Cloe to campus.
Call Liz 320-217-4115
www.nomgmt.com/se
3 & 4 BDRM APTS!
Close to SCSU!
stcloudrental.com
SCSU APTS W/BALCONIES!
AC units!
stcloudrental.com
stcloudrental.com

FIND A PLACE TO
Rent Or Post Rental Listing
At radrenter.com
www.ivyapartments.com
3 & 4 Bedroom Apartments
2 -7 Bedroom Houses
320-259-9673
SCSU ‘12- ‘13 HOUSES
4 RENT!!
stcloudrental.com
4 BDRM APTS!
$235/ RM! 9th Ave
320-229-1919
HOMES AND APARTMENTS FOR RENT
stcloudhomes.com
Click on St. Cloud area
home rentals.
2-3-4 BEDROOM APTS
Various locations. Heat paid.
320-493-9549
SAFFRON SUITES 395
5th Ave. So. Eff. Apt. Available Immediately Next To
Welcome Center Phone 320290-2128
scsuapartments.com
3 BEDROOM
TOWNHOMES
By hockey center.
Call Rick: 320-291-7002
2 BEDROOM APTS
By hockey center.
Call Rick: 320-291-7002
3 BR/ 4 BR
TOWNHOUSES
2 blocks Halenbeck. $300/
br.
320-251-1925
mpmstudenthousing.com
HOUSES CLOSE TO
CAMPUS
Put together a group and get
free rent.
320-241-9999
www.serenity-apartments.com
GREAT DUPLEX HOME!
Large 3BR, 1.5 Bath
?,0WWS]X=VÅVQ[PML
Basement
Available May 1st
Call Jacqueline 320-260-3448
525 13TH ST APTS
1 Block N of Hockey arena.
3&4 bedrooms $225.
Dan: 651-361-0803
danruza@live.com
BRIDGEVIEW SOUTH
APARTMENTS.
4 bedrooms directly across
from Hockey Center.
320-259-9434
tkmeyerproperties.com
ONE ROOM EFFICIENCIES.
Utilities, internet included.
320-259-9434
tkmeyerproperties.com
ROOMS 4 RENT! HUGE
HOUSE!
320-229-1919
$225 - $280/MO 4 BEDROOM APTS!
All buildings close to SCSU!
stcloudrental.com

SOUTHVIEW APTS.
Large 2 Bedroom Apts.
Heat Paid, A/C, D/W,
Laundry, Parking Close
To SCSU. Avail. 6/1/12
Excel Prop. 251-6005
excelpropmgmt.com
4 BDR APTS
1 blk from SCSU library.
Heat paid. 2 full baths. A/C,
D/W, laundry.
320-493-9549
2 BEDROOM APTS
Across from Holes Hall.
A/C, D/W. Heat paid.
Security. Laundry. 10 or 12
month leases.
320-493-9549
METROVIEW
One, Two, Three Bedrooms,
Decks, Houses, Heat Paid,
Close SCSU 320-251-8284
www.riversiderealestateprop.
com
NICEST HOMES ON
CAMPUS
Completely updated. Free
heat, parking, water and
garbage services.
320-309-7273
CARETAKER/
SECURITY PERSON
Live in studio or 4 bedroom
apt, reduced rent, plus
hourly wage. Start 6/1/12.
Excel Property. 251-6005
NEW LISTING 2&3
BEDROOM
Off street parking.
320-250-1393

4 & 5 BEDROOM
HOUSES
www.quadbproperties.com
HUSKYHOUSES.COM
7-10 Bdrm Houses! Avl
2012-2013 School Year
Free Laundry and Parking
320-761-0911 Ryan
2 & 4 BEDROOMS
Now Renting 20122013 School Year! Free
Wi-Fi & Free Off Street
Parking! 320-240-8188
www.jjsproperty.com
2-3 OR 4 BEDROOM
APTS IN HOUSE
1/2 block from SCSU library.
Heat paid, free parking.
320-493-9549
4 BEDROOM APTS
1 block from SCSU library.
Heat paid. 2 full baths. A/C,
D/W, laundry.
320-493-9549
BEACHWOOD 1BR APTS
320 7th Ave. S.
320-251-1925
mpmstudenthousing.com
!FREE CABLE & FREE
INTERNET!
3 & 4 bedroom large apartments. Central A/C, D/W,
heat paid.
www.ivyapartments.com
320-259-9673
4 & 5 BEDROOM
HOUSES
www.quadbproperties.com

stcloudhomes4rent.com
stcloudapartment.com
MAKE A MOVE TO
Kent Housing!
Kent Housing.com
or 320-252-5500
“710 APTS”
3 blocks NHC.
2 br/ 3 br.
$240-$300/ br.
320-251-1925
mpmproperties.com
NICEST HOMES
ON CAMPUS
Completely updated. Free
heat, parking, water and
garbage services.
320-309-7273
stcloudstorage.com
HOUSES,
TOWNHOUSES, APTS
Great values.
320-251-1925
mpmstudenthousing.com
HOUSES! HOUSES!
HOUSES!
7-9 bedroom houses. New
carpet. Free laundry. Close to
campus. $265 per room.
Call Brock: 320-980-2769
STUDIO APTS. 400+
Square Feet. Heat Paid, A/C,
Micro, Laundry, Parking 2
Blocks To Campus. Avail
6/1/12 Excel Prop. 251-6005
excelpropmgmt.com
SCSU APTS OPEN ‘12’13!!
Call NOW: 320-229-1919

9 BEDROOM HOUSE
Available 6/1.
Close to campus.
$295 per bedroom.
Includes water and trash.
Call Gary: 612-321-6949
AFFORDABLE 2Bd
Free Basic Cable!
Hear, Water & Garabage
Paid!
Starting At $550 a month
Call Liz 320-217-4115
www.nomgmt.com/fv
FINALLY LIVE ALONE!
Great 1Bd $500 a month
Free parking spot / on busline
Free heat/water/garabage
Call to tour today!
320-217-4115
www.nomgmt.com/fv
HOUSES TO RENT
320-240-0679
SCSU ‘12-’13 HOUSES
4 RENT!
stcloudrental.com
2ND AVENUE TOWNHOMES.
4 bedroom, 2 levels, 2 bathrooms.
tkmeyerproperties.com
320-259-9434
UNIVERSITY NORTH
APARTMENTS!
Decks, AC Units, Dishwasher!!
320-229-1919
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Dome Tournament
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Manning remains a
KLJKSURßOHIUHHDJHQW
Ryan Fitzgerald
SPORTS COLUMN

Peyton Manning is without a
doubt the most anticipated free-agent
in NFL history as he kicked off his
whirlwind free-agency tour in grand
fashion with a visit to the Denver
Broncos on Friday, March 9. Broncos
owner, Pat Bolen pulled out all the
[\WX[ÆaQVO5IVVQVOQVWVPQ[XZQ^I\M
RM\_Q\PIPMTQKWX\MZÆaQVOW^MZPMIL
The four-time MVP was released
by the Indianapolis Colts on March
7, after an exceptional fourteen year
career with the only team he has
ever played for. There is no question
that the Colts are looking far into the
future as they will draft Stanford’s
quarterback Andrew Luck with the
ÅZ[\XQKSQV\PQ[aMIZ¼[LZIN\
With recent news that Manning
had three neck surgeries, not two like
many people thought, it was only a
matter of time until Colts owner Jim
Irsay would release Manning. It did
not help that Manning was owed $28
million by March 9. With the new cap
Z]TM[Q\_W]TLPI^MJMMVLQNÅK]T\NWZ
the Colts to retain Manning, and draft
Luck, who is the most anticipated
quarterback to come out of college
since John Elway.
Manning’s visit to Denver was
kind of a shocker as their season
ended with a loss to the Ravens. Elway, who serves as vice president
of football operations basically came
out and said that Tim Tebow would
be the starter next year. This is deja
vu all over again for Tebow as he was
supposed to be the starting quarterback for the Broncos last year after
he got his chance at the end of the
season.
*]\_Q\P[]KPIPQOPXZWÅTMNZMM
agent like Manning, any team would
be hard pressed not to want to acquire
him, even if he is 36 years-old. Manning has proven over the years that he
might be the best regular season quarterback in NFL history. His ability
to control the line of scrimmage and
check in and out of plays was nothing
that has ever been seen.
,MV^MZ_I[\PMÅZ[\[\WXNWZ5IVning as he is expected to visit half a
dozen teams including Miami and
Arizona, which many think is one of
the teams that are expected to snatch
5IVVQVO]X;XMVLQVO\PMÅZ[\LIa
in Denver certainly made for some
interesting conversation. After all, this
is a city still engulfed in Tebow-mania,
especially after the unorthodox quar-

M - Northwestern Bible College
0DUFK7%$
Away

For more information
about Husky athletics
go to
www.stcloudstate.edu/
athletics

Payton Manning #18 of the Indianapolis Colts calls out a play during
\PMÅZ[\Y]IZ\MZIOIQV[\0W][\WVWV6W^MUJMZ 

terback led the Broncos to the playoffs
NWZ\PMÅZ[\\QUMQV[Q`[MI[WV[
It’s not often that teams get a
chance to sign a quarterback who
has thrown for more than 50,000
yards and nearly 400 touchdowns,
picked for 11 Pro Bowls and has
been a Super Bowl MVP. Manning’s
importance to the Colts’ success was
never more apparent than last season
when their record plummeted to 2-14
without him.
Because he was released and went
on the waiver wire Wednesday, Manning is allowed to negotiate and sign
with any team immediately; he does
not need to wait until the free-agent
period that begins Tuesday.
If the Broncos did sign Manning
they should not expect an instant Super Bowl. Manning would come onto
a rebuilding team and instantly turn
the offense around. Peyton would have
young wide receivers Eddie Royal and
Erick Decker at his disposal as well
as veteran Willis McGahee and 2009
ÅZ[\ZW]VLXQKS3VW_[PWV5WZMVWQV
\PMJIKSÅMTL
Manning’s trade to the Broncos
would elevate them to the level of
AFC West favorite but would hardly
make them a Super Bowl contender.
They still have serious work to do
on both sides of the ball but, as the
Detroit Lions have proven, a few
good years can turn things completely
around.
Broncos fans have shown their true
colors by immediately putting Tebow

on the back burner after they found
out about this surprise visit. It was
only last year that fans put up billboards begging Elway to start Tebow.
The question I have is if the Broncos
do not sign Manning, how is the once
beloved Tebow going to perform?
He already has enough issues as it is,
and what made him perform at such
a high level most of the time was the
love that the fans gave him.
But that is looking a little far into
the future as there are reportedly 12
teams that have reached out to Manning, so signing with the Broncos is
a long shot. Two teams that are now
likely out of the running for Manning
are the Washington Redskins and
New York Jets
The Redskins agreed to a trade
with the Rams in which they’ll receive
the second overall pick in this year’s
LZIN\NWZ\PZMMÅZ[\ZW]VLLZIN\XQKS[
and a second-round pick, a source
KWVÅZUML\W-;86WV.ZQLIa
Washington is expected to draft the
top quarterback available. The Jets
announced a contract extension with
quarterback Mark Sanchez on Friday
night.
Manning has never been in this
position before and he seems to be his
own thing, which is typical because
\PI\Q[PW_PMXTIa[WV\PMÅMTL.ZWU
the most intense sports fan to the
most mild, everyone will be watching
and waiting for Manning to make his
decision.

6SULQJZHDWKHUSURYLGHV
RSSRUWXQLWLHVWRJHWßW
0IVVIP;_QN\
FITNESS COLUMN

0&RQRUGLD&ROOHJH
0DUFKSP
Home
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With temperatures predicted to be in the 50s this
week, it is time to shed the
last of those holiday pounds
and get some sunlight on
our pale faces.
There are several fun
things to do in the area that
will get you outdoors, while
also helping you get your
workout in.

<ISMI_ITS

If you have some free
time between classes this
week, rather than plopping
down on the stairs outside
of Atwood, try taking a
walk around campus. There
are sidewalks and trails
along the Mississippi that go
right through campus. Take
a friend, or if you’re alone
try listening to some calming music as you take in the
beautiful spring weather.
Walking for 30 to 60
minutes a day at a moderate pace can help you in-

Fly a kite

crease your metabolism and
it’s easy. Buying a pedometer can help you keep track
of how many steps you take
during the day. If you get
one do a comparison of
how many steps you take
in a normal day. Then try
to increase how many steps
you take every day.

On a windy day, stop by
the local drug store to pick
]XIKPMIXSQ\M)N\MZÅVLing and open park area, try
aW]ZPIVLI\SQ\MÆaQVO1N 
the wind isn’t cooperating it
can be harder to get the kite
in the air than you might
think.

8TIa.ZQ[JMM

:QLMIJQKaKTM

Grab a few friends and
head outside to take part in
one of the greatest college
past-times, Frisbee.
There are a few varieties of games you can play.
The classic Frisbee pass
is easy, but won’t burn as
many calories as a game of
ultimate Frisbee.
Ultimate Frisbee is sort
of like soccer and football
but with a Frisbee. There
are several areas on campus
ideal for a game of ultimate
Frisbee such as the grass
between the Husky Stadium
and the river, or Benton
Park.

Now that most of the
snow has melted it’s time
to take your bicycle out
of storage and cruise the
streets of St. Cloud. While
St. Cloud may not be the
best city for cyclists, that
shouldn’t stop you from enjoying a bike ride. Just make
sure you wear a helmet and
watch out for cars.
There are several different apps available to help
you track your route, tell
you how fast your going,
and keep track of how
many calories you burn on
your bike ride.

Go for a run

The Earth Day half
marathon in St. Cloud is
coming up soon as well
as the SCSU 5k. If you
haven’t run much before,
consider starting training
now if you want to take
part in one of these races.
Setting a goal to run
a 5k can help keep you
motivated as the weeks
roll on. Again, there are
paths along the Mississippi
you can run on, or simple
choose a sidewalk and run
around town.
Running outdoors is an
excellent way to get some
sun while also taking in the
fresh air.

/M\W]\OM\IK\Q^M

Even though this winter
has been mild it will still feel
great to get outside. Being
cooped up all winter can
make a lot of people feel
down, but taking part in
any outdoor activity is sure
to put a smile on your face.
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Men’s basketball
Continued from Page

in the second half,” Hawkins said. “I just always make
sure I’m as loose as I can be.”
Freshman James Fort played outstanding defense to wrap
up the game with two points, two assists and a big block in
\PMÅVITÅ^MUQV]\M[QVZMXTIKQVO:W[\IUXW]Z
“That’s why they call it a team,” Schlagel said. “We
talked about team concept from day one, and how players
PI^M\W[\MX]Xº
)T[WPMTXQVOKWV\ZQJ]\M\W\PM0][SQM[¼]X[M\^QK\WZa_I[
Brett Putz and Shaun Jensen, who both scored in double
ÅO]ZM[8]\bPILXWQV\[IVL2MV[MVLZIQVMLXWQV\[
“We felt we matched up well against them because we
had already played them once this year,” Putz said. The
0][SQM[JMI\\PM*MI^MZ[JIKSQV2IV]IZa
)[NWZ\PM*MI^MZ[\PMaXTIaML_MTTQV[X]Z\[J]\TMN\\WW
UIVaXTIa[WV\PMÆWWZ<PMaUQ[[ML\WWUIVaNZMM\PZW_[
\]ZVML\PMJITTW^MZI\QVWXXWZ\]VM\QUM[IVLOW\LM[\ZWaML
in the rebounding category, which was the deciding factor,
according to Bowen.
<PM0][SQM[OZIJJMLZMJW]VL[\W\PM*MI^MZ[
UISQVOQ\LQNÅK]T\NWZ\PM*MI^MZ[\WOM\[MKWVLKPIVKM
points.
¹1¼U^MZaXZW]LWN W]ZO]a[\PMaXTIaMLPIZLIVLQ\_I[
a tough game,” Schlagel said.
<PM0][SQM[_QTTPI^M\WZM[\]XI[\PMa_QTT\ISMWV
Metro State late Sunday night.
“It’s going to be fun,” Putz said. “It’s always nice to play
[WUMWVMaW]PI^MV¼\XTIaMLJMNWZMº

;0=621-A76/>1;=)4-,1<7:

<IL5MZQ\\LMNMI\[IVWXXWVMV\.MJZ]IZaWVPQ[_Ia\WÅVQ[PQVO\PQZLQV\PMVI\QWVI\XW]VL[

:UHVWOLQJßQLVKHVVHFRQG
LQWKHQDWLRQWR1HEUDVND
Staff Report

+WTWZILW;\I\M=VQ^MZ[Q\a8]MJTW
_I[\PM[Q\MWN \PM6+)),Q^Q[QWV11
for the third time hosting the wres
\TQVOKPIUXQWV[PQX[<PMM^MV\
marked the sixth national champion
[PQXM^MV\PW[\MLQV\PMPQ[\WZaWN \PM
school.
The championships took place at
Massari Arena, one of the most pre
mier indoor facilities in all of NCAA
,Q^Q[QWV11
For the second straight season the
Husky wrestling team places second
QV\PMVI\QWVQV\PM6+))11LQ^Q[QWV
TW[QVO\W6MJZI[SI3MIZVMa\W
!
On a high note Derek Skala took
PWUM\PM XW]VL\Q\TM_PQKP
UIZS[\PM[MKWVLQVLQ^QL]ITVI\QWVIT
title in as many years for the Huskies.
2WPV;]VLOZMV_WV\PMXW]VL
national title last year.
<PM0][SQM[_MZMZIVSMLÅZ[\QV
the nation heading into Pueblo to try
a capture the title they worked so hard
for throughout the season.
6MJZI[SI3MIZVMaIVL\PM0][
SQM[_MZM\QMLI\!XWQV\[_Q\P\PZMM
matches to go in the championship
ZW]VL_Q\P=63_QVVQVO\PM

!IVL_MQOP\KTI[[M[
0MI^a_MQOP\2ISM3IPVSM_I[
TWWSQVONWZ[WUMZM^MVOMIOIQV[\
6WZ\PMZV;\I\M=VQ^MZ[Q\a5I\\5M]
leners as he lost to him in the national
championship last season.
It would be the same result for
3IPVSMI[PMTW[\IPMIZ\JZMISQVO
W^MZ\QUM\PZQTTMZ\W5M]TMVMZ[
3IPVSMQ[IR]VQWZIVLÅVQ[PML\PM
[MI[WV 0MPI[WVMTI[\KPIVKM
to hoist the trophy and be named the
VI\QWV[JM[\PMI^a_MQOP\QV,Q^Q[QWV
II.
Other top wrestler Andrew Po
SWZVaÅVQ[PML[MKWVLQV\PMVI\QWVI[
PMTW[\\W ZIVSML<ZM^WZ.ZIVSTQV
W]\WN =XXMZ1W_I=VQ^MZ[Q\a1\_I[
a hard fought match with each wres
tler going back and forth, but Franklin
_I[IJTM\WOM\\PM^QK\WZa
8WSWZVa[KWZMLI\MIUPQOP!
points for the Huskies, and earned
)TT)UMZQKIV0WVWZ[NWZ\PMÅZ[\
\QUMQVPQ[KIZMMZIVLÅVQ[PQVO\PM
[MI[WV
A nice surprise for the Huskies was
<IL5MZZQ\\_PW_WV\PMXW]VL
UI\KPW^MZ=63¼[2WMa?QT[WV
Along with Merritt’s third place
ÅVQ[PPM_I[VIUML\PM\W]ZVIUMV\[
Most Outstanding Wrestler because

he wrestled the entire tournament
with his hand wrapped up.
Furthermore, Merrit has sur
XI[[ML\PM0][SQM[ITT\QUM_QVUIZS
IVLQ[ITTJaPQU[MTN I[PMPI[
_QV[IVLÅVQ[PML\PM[MI[WV 
<PM0][SQM[[PW]TLPI^MVW\PQVO
to hang their heads about as they had
IV]VLMNMI\ML[MI[WVIVLÅVQ[PML
second in the nation.
7N KW]Z[M\PM0][SQM[_W]TLPI^M
liked be to be crowned national cham
XQWV[J]\\PMaPI^MIJZQOP\N]\]ZMI[
they will prepare for next season.
It looks like most of the team will
be returning as the Huskies had four
seniors on this year’s roster.
<PM0][SQM[PILIVQUXZM[[Q^M
QVLQ^QL]IT_QV[IVLXQV[\PQ[
[MI[WV)VL_MV\IV]VLMNMI\ML
QV\PMZMO]TIZ[MI[WVIVL QV\PM
NSIC.
5MZZQ\\I\3IPVSMI\ 
IVL;SITII\ _MZMITTZIVSMLÅZ[\
QV\PMQZZM[XMK\Q^M_MQOP\KTI[[M[I\
some point in the season.
<PM0][SQM[PI^MXTMV\a\WTWWS
forward to next season, and will look
to continue their dominance, hoping
to get back to the national champion
ship.

;0=621-A76/>1;=)4-,1<7:

)0][Sa_ZM[\TMZLWM[IJIKSÆQXIN\MZPQ[^QK\WZaI\0ITMVJMKS0ITTL]ZQVO:MOQWVT+PIUXQWV[PQX[

2=63)1<-70;<)..807<7/:)80-:

;PI]V 2MV[MV LZQ^M[ \PM TIVM \W OM\ \W \PM JI[SM\
IOIQV[\5;=2MV[MVPILXWQV\[IOIQV[\*MUQLRQ
;\I\MQVIV]X[M\^QK\WZaQV\PM+MV\ZIT:MOQWV[

Rugby team
PD\QRWEH
ZHOONQRZQ
Sean Davich
STAFF WRITER

-^MZaWVMSVW_[;+;=
has a bunch of fantastic Di
^Q[QWV1IVL11[XWZ\[\MIU[
such as hockey, football and
basketball.
But what many students
and other people may not
know is that the school’s
rugby team is just as cool as
the others.
The rugby team, known
as the SCSU Fighting Carp,
_I[M[\IJTQ[PMLW^MZ
years ago. They play in the
5QL_M[\,Q^Q[QWV11+WT
legiate Bracket with teams
from places such as Duluth,
Winona, Bethel, St. Johns,
and Mankato.
When asked about what
he liked about the team the
most, team president Mark
Papko said, “The camara
LMZQMNWZ[]ZM-^MZaWVMQ[
NZQMVL[_Q\PM^MZaWVMUIS
ing friendships that last a life
time.”
The Fighting Carp are
currently in the off season.
A year ago, they had a great
season as the Carps made it
to the Midwest Sweet Six
\MMV<PMa_W]TLM^MV\]ITTa
end their season by falling to
\PM=VQ^MZ[Q\aWN ?Q[KWV[QV
Whitewater rugby team.
As part of their off season
training, the Fighting Carp
work out and practice twice
I_MMSQV\PMLWUMKW^MZQVO
the Husky Football Stadium.
In March, by the time the
snow melts around the end
of the month, they play in
tournaments. Once fall rolls
around, the actual college

league season begins.
When Papko was asked
about what the long term
goals are for the Fighting
+IZXPMZMXTQML¹<WM^MV
tually make it to the Nation
al Tournament, hopefully to
win a National Champion
ship one day.”
If anybody wants to
join, not only would you be
put on the team right away,
J]\aW]UIaWVMLIaÅVL
yourself hoisting one of
those national championship
trophies on top of a podium
one day, posing for pictures
and magazines and news
papers.
Anyone can join the
SCSU rugby team at any
time. Mark Papko, the team
president as mentioned
IJW^MKIVJMZMIKPML
I\ WZI\
XIUI!([\KTW]L[\I\M
edu. Or, just show up to one
of the team’s practices and
see whether you like it or
not.
¹:]OJaPI[IXW[Q\QWV
NWZM^MZaWVMVWUI\\MZaW]Z
size, speed, strength, it is a
[XWZ\\IQTWZML\WM^MZaQVLQ
^QL]ITº8IXSW[IQL_PMV
asked what he would say
if he were trying to recruit
people.
Not knowing the rules
and regulations is okay
because the Carp are more
than willing to teach any
body. “Trust us. It’s addict
ing,” Papko said.
:]OJaQ[INI[\XIKML
contact sport that is quicly
becoming one on the fastest
growing sports in the nation.
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Men’s hockey
Continued from Page 16

0][SQM[IU]KPVMMLMLÅZ[\OIUM_QV
¹4MMPILOZMI\KWVKMV\ZI\QWVIVL_I[
[MMQVO\PMX]KS^MZaOWWL\WVQOP\º5W\bSW
[IQL¹4MMPI^QVOIOZMI\OIUM_I[M[[MV\QIT
\W\PM_QV\WVQOP\º
+IXQ\ITQbQVOWV\PMXW_MZXTIaIVL
ZMJW]VL[\PI\5I[[IOI^M\PMU_I[WVM
WN \PMZMI[WV[\PM0][SQM[X]TTMLWNN \PM
^QK\WZaIVLVW_\PMaSVW_\PMa¼ZMQVNWZI
JI\\TMWV;I\]ZLIaVQOP\I[=67NIKM[\PM
\PZMI\WN \PMQZ[MI[WVMVLQVO

\PM[MKWVLXMZQWLJMKI][M\PM0][SQM[_MZM
]VIJTM\W[KWZM
1\LQLV¼\\ISMTWVOQV\W\PM[MKWVLXMZQWL
NWZ.M[\TMZ\WOM\PQ[!!\PXWQV\WN PQ[KIZMMZ
7VTa[MKWVL[QV\W\PMXMZQWL6QK,W_L
XI[[ML\PMX]KS\W0IVW_[SQI\\PMJT]M
TQVMIVLPMLZM_\PMLMNMVLMZW^MZTMI^QVO
I_QLMWXMV.M[\TMZ_PWWVM\QUML\PMX]KS
NWZ\PMOWIT
¹,W_VTW_Q[Ua[XW\JMKI][M1_WZSWV
Q\ITW\QVXZIK\QKMº.M[\TMZ[IQL
*]\[WUMWN \PMKZMLQ\OWM[\W,ZM_
4M*TIVK_PWJZWSMPQ[TMOOIUM[QV\W
\PM[MI[WVJMKI][MJM\_MMV\PMÅZ[\IVL
Ryan Fitzgerald
[MKWVLXMZQWLPMKIUMLW_VNZWU\PMXZM[[
SPORTS EDITOR
JW`IVL\ITSML\W\PM\MIU0M[I_[WUM\PQVOQV=67¼[XMVIT\aSQTT\PI\\PM0][SQM[
LQLV¼\[MMZQOP\I_Ia[W\PM0][SQM[LZM_
<PM0][SQM[KIUMW]\_Q\PQUUMV[M
IXTIa]XQV\PMTWKSMZZWWUIKKWZLQVO\W
QV\MV[Q\a\W[\IZ\\PMOIUMIOIQV[\=67I[
\PMaLQLV¼\_IV\\WPI^M\WKWUMJIKS\W\PM 5W\bSW
?Q\PJW\P\MIU[XTIaQVOLM[XMZI\M
60-+WV;]VLIaVQOP\\WXTIa\PMLMKQLPWKSMaQ\_I[WVTaIUI\\MZWN
\QUM]V\QT
QVOOIUM
=67_W]TLOM\\PMQZÅZ[\OWITWN
\PM[MZQM[
1\_I[VW\MI[aNWZ\PM0][SQM[I[[MVQWZ
At
7:16
Dominic
Zombo
took
matters
into
OWIT\MVLMZ2WPV.I]TSVMZUILMQ\UWZMLQNPQ[W_VPIVL[\ISQVO\PMX]KSMVL\WMVL
ÅK]T\\PIV\PM0][SQM[_W]TL¼^MTQSML
ÅVITTaOM\\QVO\PMX]KSXI[\4MMI[Q\_MV\
,I^QL-LLaPILIOWTLMVWXXWZ\]VQ\a
JM\_MMVPQ[TMO[WVI\_Q[\ML_ZQ[\MZ
[MKWVL[QV\W\PMOIUM_PMVPMUILMI
)N\MZ\PMOWIT=67[MMUML\WPI^M
LIbbTQVOUW^MIZW]VLI=67LMNMVLMZJ]\
UWZMMVMZOaIVLXQKSML]X\PMXPa[QKITQ\a
KW]TLV¼\OM\\PMX]KSW^MZ.I]TSVMZ¼[XIL
¹.I]TSVMZ_I[R][\W]\[\IVLQVO\WVQOP\º PQ\\QVOM^MZa\PQVOQV[QOP\
¹?MSVM_\PMa_MZMOWQVO\WJMXPa[Q5W\bSW[IQL¹*W\POWITQM[XTIaML^MZa
KITJMKI][M\PI\¼[\PM[\aTM\PMaXTIaº0I_MTTº
VW_[SQ[IQL¹<PMa¼ZMI_MTTKWIKPML\MIU
.WZ\PMUW[\XIZ\\PMÅZ[\XMZQWL_I[
J]\JMQVOW^MZTaXPa[QKITMVLML]XP]Z\QVO
back and forth action as both teams had
\PMUº
UWV[\MZ[_QVO[J]\VMQ\PMZ\MIU_I[IJTM
*W\P\MIU[ÅVQ[PML\PM[MKWVLXMZQWL
\WÅVL\PMJIKSWN \PMVaTWV<PM0][[\ZWVOPI^QVOU]T\QXTM[KWZQVOKPIVKM[
SQM[PILJM\\MZ[KWZQVOWXXWZ\]VQ\QM[J]\
J]\JW\POWIT\MVLMZ[UILMSMa[I^M[_PMV
_W]TLV¼\TM\\PI\OM\\PMULW_V
VMMLMLUISQVONWZIVM`KQ\QVOIVLTW]L
¹<PI\¼[OWQVO\WPIXXMVQVPWKSMa
IZMVII[\PMKZW_L_I[WV\PMMLOMWN \PMQZ
OIUM[J]\_MSVM__MKW]TLV¼\PIVOW]Z
[MI\[\PMMV\QZMOIUM
PMIL[º[IQL2IZML.M[\TMZ¹?M_MZMWV
)[\PM\PQZLXMZQWLZWTTMLITWVOJW\P
\PMJMVKPIVLR][\SMX\MVKW]ZIOQVOMIKP
\MIU[[MMUML\WTIKS\PMQV\MV[Q\aQ\PILNWZ
W\PMZº
\PMÅZ[\\_WXMZQWL[
<PZW]OPW]\\PMÅZ[\XMZQWL=67_I[
¹*W\P\MIU[_MZMOM\\QVO\QZMLJMKI][MQ\
TM\\QVO\PMQZMUW\QWV[OM\\PMJM[\WN \PMUI[
_I[QV\MV[MW]\\PMZMº5W\bSW[IQL¹<PMa
\PMa_MZMOWQVOW]\WN \PMQZ_Ia\W\ZaIVL
_IV\ML\W_MIZ][LW_VXPa[QKITTaIVL_M
PQ\0][SaXTIaMZ[VW\QV^WT^MLQV\PMXTIa
PIL\WUI\KP\PI\º
<W_IZL[\PMMVLWN \PMXMZQWL=67¼[
0ITN_Ia\PZW]OP\PM\PQZLXMZQWL\PM
<WVa<]ZOMWVOW\IOIUMUQ[KWVL]K\NWZ
0][SQM[[MMUML\WÅVL\PMQZ[MKWVL_QVL
KPMKSQVONZWUJMPQVLOQ^QVO\PM0][SQM[I
IVL_MZMIJTM\WUI\KP\PMQZQV\MV[Q\aNZWU
Å^MUQV]\MXW_MZXTIa
1V\PI\[XIV\PM0][SQM[_MZMKWV\ZWTTQVO \PMÅZ[\IVL[MKWVLXMZQWL[JaUW^QVO\PM
X]KSIVLOM\\QVOY]ITQ\a[KWZQVOKPIVKM[
\PMOIUMQV=67¼[bWVMOM\\QVOV]UMZW][
1\[MMUML_Q\P\PMOZMI\OWIT\MVL[KWZQVOKPIVKM[J]\KW]TLV¼\OM\\PMX]KS
QVO\PQ[OIUM_I[LM[\QVMLNWZW^MZ\QUM
XI[\.I]TSVMZ
J]\_Q\P[MKWVL[TMN\0IVW_[SQ_I[
)\!" =67OW\IVW\PMZXMVIT\aNWZ
IJTMVW\KP\PMOIUM_QVVQVOOWITIVL\PM
PQOP[\QKSQVO_PQKP_W]TLOQ^M\PM0][SQM[
60-+_I[LMINMVQVONWZ\PMZMUIQVLMZWN 
IWVIL^IV\IOM\PI\KIZZQMLW^MZQV\W

Saturday’s Game

Like
sports?
The Chronicle is currently
looking for sports editors,
writers and photographers.
6WRSE\RXURIÀFHLQ
13 Stewart Hall
or email:
sports@universitychronicle.net

Ni`k\XYflkjgfikjXe[^\kgX`[]fi[f`e^`k%
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SCSU’s men’s hockey team congradulate eachother after scoring a goal in friday’s game.
\PMOIUM
6QKS2MV[MV_I[IJTM\W[\MIT\PMX]KSQV
\PMVM]\ZITbWVMIVLKIZZQMLQ\QV\W=67¼[
bWVMLZWXXML\PMX]KS\W*ZWWS[*MZ\[KP
_PW\PMVLZWXXMLQ\\W0IVW_[SQNWZ\PM
OIUM_QVVMZ
¹1_I[WV\PMJMVKPIVLR][\[I_LZWX
XI[[IN\MZLZWXXI[[º.M[\TMZ[IQL¹1_I[
TQSM»_PI\IZM\PMaLWQVO'¼*]\Q\ITT_WZSML
W]\QV\PMMVLº
<WILLQV[]T\\WQVR]Za<ZI^Q[6W^ISVM\\MLIVMUX\aVM\OWIT_Q\P[MKWVL[TMN\
QV\PMOIUM\WKIX\PM0][SQM[^QK\WZa
2MV[MVIVL4MM_MZMKZMLQ\ML_Q\PI[[Q[\[
¹*MNWZM\PMOIUM_M[IQL_MVMMLMLW]Z
JM[\XTIaMZ[\WUISMXTIa[º5W\bSW[IQL
¹)VL\PI\¼[_PI\_MLQL\WVQOP\<PI\¼[_PI\
aW]VMMLaW]ZJM[\XTIaMZ[\WLWº
<PM0][SQM[_MZMOTIL\W[_MMX=67

JMKI][M\PMaLQLV¼\_IV\\WKWUMJIKS
WV;]VLIaVQOP\\WJI\\TMQ\W]\IOIQV1\
_W]TL¼^MJMMVIO]\KPMKSNWZJW\P\MIU[
JMKI][MJW\P\MIU[TIQLQ\WV\PMTQVM;I\]ZLIaVQOP\IKKWZLQVO\W5W\bSW
<PMZWIL\W\PM.ZWbMV.W]Z_QTTVW\JM
MI[aNWZ\PM0][SQM[I[\PMa¼TTPI^M\W_QV
\PZMMOIUM[QVIZW_[\IZ\QVOWV<P]Z[LIa
5IZKP7VMM`\ZILIaWNN KW]TLZMITTa
PMTX\PMUW]\I[\PMaOM\ZMILaNWZUWZM
PIZLNW]OP\OIUM[
<PQ[_I[\PM\W]OPM[\_MMSMVLWN \PM
[MI[WVQV\PM?+0)NWZ\PM0][SQM[IVL
\PMZM_MZMVW\ITW\WN N]V\PQVO[QV\PMÅZ[\
ZW]VLWN \PMXTIaWNN[/M\\QVO\PMWXXWZ\]VQ\a\WOW\W;\8I]TQ[IT_Ia[IVPWVWZIVL
\PM0][SQM[PI^M\W\ISM\PMQZ OIUM\W\PM
VM`\TM^MTIKKWZLQVO\W5W\bSW

WSU beats SCSU
in NSIC tournament
Sean Davich

¹?M_MZMV¼\\PMPW\\M[\QV\PMÅZ[\PITN 
WNNMV[Q^MTaJ]\1\PW]OP\_MXTIaML_MTT
STAFF WRITER
LMNMV[Q^MTaº[IQL?IZZQWZ[PMILKWIKP5QSM
+TIa\WV>M\\M[KWZMLIOIUMPQOP
4MIN¹?M¼^MOW\\IUISM[]ZM_MXTIaOZMI\
XWQV\[IVLOZIJJMLZMJW]VL[IVL+2
LMNMV[MIVL_MW_V\PMJWIZL[º
-ZQKS[WVILLMLXWQV\[IVL!ZMJW]VL[
<PM[MKWVLPITN XZW^QLMLU]KPUWZM
I[?QVWVI;\I\MZW]\ML;+;=I\
M`KQ\MUMV\NWZ\PMKZW_L;+;=ZMKTIQUML
0ITMVJMKS0ITTWV.MJZ]IZa!<PM?IZ\PMTMIL! I\\PM"UIZS;+;=¼[
riors beat the Huskies for the third time
TMILQVKZMI[ML\W\PZMMJa\PMVM`\UMLQI
\PQ[[MI[WVIVLQVLWQVO[W\PMa[I^ML\PMQZ \QUMW]\IVL\PMKZW_LWN _I[OWQVO
[MI[WV
KZIba?Q\P "TMN\\PM0][SQM[TML
¹?MPQ\[WUMXZM\\aJQO\PZMM[OW\[WUM
<PMV?QVWVI;\I\M\WWSW^MZNWZOWWL
[\WX[º>M\\M[IQL
<PM?IZZQWZ[_MV\WVIVZ]V\W\ISM
1VI[MI[WVQV_PQKP\PMaLWUQVI\ML
ITMILW^MZI[XIVWN "<PM?IZMIZTa\PM?QVWVI;\I\M?IZZQWZ[PIL\W
ZQWZ[VM^MZOI^M]X\PMTMILIOIQVIVLPMTL
V]TTQNaWN \PMQZ^QK\WZQM[_PMV\PMa_MZM
WVNWZ\PM[MI[WV[I^QVO_QV
NW]VLW]\\W][QVOIVQVMTQOQJTMXTIaMZ<PMa
¹1¼UUIL\PI\¼[NWZ[]ZMº:W[\IUXW]Z
PI^MV¼\TWWSMLJIKS[QVKMJ]\\PMaPI^M\W
[IQL¹?MLWVW\TQSMTW[QVOIVLITT1KIV[Ia
_QV\PMKWVNMZMVKM\W]ZVIUMV\\WY]ITQNa
Q[_M¼ZMR][\OWQVO\WSMMXÅOP\QVOº
NWZ\PM6+)),Q^Q[QWV11\W]ZVIUMV\
¹7J^QW][TaQN aW]_QV\PMKWVNMZMVKM
<PM0][SQM[UMIV_PQTMPIL\W_IQ\
\W]ZVIUMV\\PMVaW]OM\IVI]\WUI\QKJQL
]V\QT;]VLIa5IZKP\WÅVLW]\\PMQZW_V QV\W\PMVI\QWVIT\W]ZVIUMV\º[IQL2MV6+))\W]ZVIUMV\NI\M;+;=[]NNMZML
[MV_PWTML;+;=_Q\PXWQV\[QV\PM
\PMQZNW]Z\PPWUMTW[[WN \PMaMIZIVL\PMQZ OIUM0MIT[WTML\PM\MIU_Q\P!UQV]\M[
[MKWVL\W?QVWVI;\I\M<PM0][SQM[_MZM
XTIaML¹<]ZVW^MZ[QV\PMÅZ[\PITN SQTTML][
ZIVSML[Q`\PQV\PM6+))+MV\ZIT:MOQWV
<PI\_I[WVMWN W]ZJM[\LMNMV[Q^MOIUM[
XWTTPW_M^MZIVL\PMaTQSM\PMQZKPIVKM[
WN \PMaMIZ[WNIZIOIQV[\WVMWN \PMJM[\
?PMVI[SMLIJW]\PW_PIZLQ\_W]TLJM \MIU[QV\PMKW]V\ZaJ]\WNNMV[Q^MTa_MR][\
\W_IQ\NWZ\PMQZ\W]ZVIUMV\NI\MWV;]VLIa KW]TLV¼\OM\Q\OWQVOº
;KPTIOMT[IQL¹1\¼TTJM\W]OPAW]LWV¼\TQSM
;+;=[PW\WVTaXMZKMV\NZWU\PM
\W[Q\IZW]VLJ]\UIaJM\PQ[Q[IOWWL\PQVO ÅMTLQV\PM[MKWVLPITN IVLÅVQ[PML\PM
NWZ][5IaJM_MKIVZM[\]XJW\PUMV\ITTa OIUMXMZKMV\?QVWVI;\I\MUMIV_PQTM
IVLXPa[QKITTaIVLQN _MOM\\PMKPIVKM\W
UIVIOML\WKWVVMK\WVM`IK\TaPITN WN \PMQZ
XTIaVM`\_MMS_M¼TTJMNZM[Pº
[MKWVLPITN [PW\[\WÅVQ[P XMZKMV\NZWU
¹1\PQVS_MLM[MZ^M\WJM\PMZMºILLML
\PMÅMTL<PM0][SQM[W]\ZMJW]VLML\PM
;+;=O]IZL;PI]V2MV[MV
?IZZQWZ[J]\WVTaVQVMWN ?;=¼[
-IZTaWVQ\TWWSMLTQSMQ\_W]TLJMI
ZMJW]VL[_MZMWNNMV[Q^MJWIZL[;+;=PIL
KTW[MJI\\TM6MQ\PMZ\MIUKW]TLX]TTI_Ia
WNNMV[Q^MJWIZL[
NZWU\PMW\PMZI[\PMÅZ[\PITN XTIaMLW]\
?QVWVI;\I\M¼[KWVNMZMVKMZMKWZLVW_
?Q\P "TMN\QV\PMPITN;+;=PILI [\IVL[I\!<PMQZW^MZITTZMKWZLQ[
TMIL1V\PMVM`\[Q`UQV]\M[?;=_MV\WV QVKT]LQVO\PMV]TTQÅMLOIUM[<PM0][SQM[
IZ]V\WOW]X!:W[\IUXW]Z\PMV VW_PWTLI ZMKWZLQV\PM6;1+IVL
PQ\I\PZMMXWQV\MZIVL[]VSINZMM\PZW_\W
\PMQZW^MZITTZMKWZLQ[! 
KTW[M\PMÅZ[\PITNUISQVOQ\I!TMILNWZ
;+;=LQLV¼\_QV\PMOIUMIOQIV[\\PM
?QVWVI;\I\MI\\PMQV\MZUQ[[QWV
?IZZQWZ[IVLPIL\W_IQ\]V\QT5IZKP
6MQ\PMZ\MIU[PW\_MTTQV\PMÅZ[\PITN
_PMV\PM0][SQM[NW]VLW]\\PMa_MZM\PM
;+;=WVTaPQ\XMZKMV\WN \PMQZ[PW\[IVL \P[MMLQV\PM6;1++MV\ZIT:MOQWVIT
?;=XMZKMV\<PM0][SQM[W]\ZMJW]VL- <W]ZVIUMV\
ML\PM?IZZQWZ[QV\PMÅZ[\PITN
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Men’s hockey off to WCHA Final Five
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Jared Festler (Left) and Talyor Johnson (Right) try to swipe the puck away from a University of Nebraska Omaha player who was trying to get the puck to the net.
Alex Lessard
STAFF WRITER

<PMUMV¼[PWKSMa\MIUOW\Q\[ÅZ[\
sweep of the season at the NHEC (National
0WKSMaIVL-^MV\+MV\MZIVLQ\KW]TLVW\
PI^MKIUMI\IUWZMWXXWZ\]VM\QUMI[\PM
0][SQM[IL^IVKM\W\PM.QVIT.Q^MNWZ\PM
ÅZ[\\QUMQV\_WaMIZ[WVIOWITNZWU*MV
0IVW_[SQ_Q\P[MKWVL[TMN\QV\PM\PQZL
XMZQWLLW_VQVO\PM=VQ^MZ[Q\aWN 6MJZI[SI
Omaha 3-1.

Friday’s Game

0IZL_WZSXPa[QKITXTIaIVLOZMI\
OWIT\MVLQVO_I[\PM_QVVQVOKWUJQVI\QWV
NWZ\PM0][SQM[WV.ZQLIaVQOP\QV\PMÅZ[\
ZW]VLWN \PM?+0)XTIaWNN[IOIQV[\=67
<PM0][SQM[KWV\ZWTTML\PM[XMMLWN \PM
OIUMNZWU[\IZ\\WÅVQ[PQV\PMQZ^QK\WZa
¹5QSM4MMKIUM]XJQO\WVQOP\º[IQL
)VLZM_8ZWKPVW
<PM0][SQM[OW\WNN \WINI[\[\IZ\
IOIQV[\=67[KWZQVOR][\W^MZ\_WUQV]\M[
into the game. Joe Rehkamp was standing
WV\PM[QLMWN \PMVM\_PMV/IZZM\\5QTIV
[PW\NZWU\PM[TW\<PMZMJW]VL_MV\ZQOP\
\W:MPSIUX¼[[\QKSNWZIVMI[aWXMVVM\
goal.
¹/M\\QVO\PMTMIL_I[\PMJQOOM[\\PQVO
QV\PM_WZTL\WVQOP\º[IQL0MIL+WIKP*WJ
Motzko
<PM0][SQM[[\Z]KSIOIQVI\"_Q\P
IXW_MZXTIaOWITNZWU0IVW_[SQ_PW
X]\\PMZMJW]VLQVWNN WN 8ZWKPWVW¼[_MTT
XTIKML[TIX[PW\NZWU\PMJT]MTQVM
<W_IZL[\PMMVLWN \PMXMZQWL\PM0][SQM[SMX\OM\\QVOI[\ZWVOMZJaOMVMZI\QVO
\_QKM\PM[PW\[=67LQL1\_I[IXXIZMV\
\PM0][SQM[_MZM_MTTXZMXIZML
<PM[MKWVLXMZQWL[\IZMLI\INI[\XIKM

J]\\PQ[\QUMQ\_I[=67\PI\PIL\PMWXXWZ\]VQ\a\_WUQV]\M[QV=67¼[2Ia[WV
5MOVIPILIY]QKSJZMISIVL_I[IJTM\W
KWUMLW_VWV4MM_Q\PI0][SaLMNMVLMZ
WVPQ[JIKS4MMKPITTMVOML5MOVIIVL_I[
[]KKM[[N]TQV\]ZVQVOPQUI_Ia
6QKS2MV[MVPILIVWLLUIVZ][PWXXWZ\]VQ\aUQV]\M[TI\MZIVL[PW\\PMX]KS
ZQOP\W^MZ\PMKZW[[JIZ*W\P\MIU[[\IZ\ML
\PM[MKWVLXMZQWL_Q\PPQOPMVMZOaIVL
QV\MV[Q\aPWXQVO\WKIZZaJW\P\PZW]OPW]\
\PMXMZQWL
5QL_Ia\PZW]OP\PMXMZQWL=67PIL
QVKZMI[ML\PMIUW]V\WN XZM[[]ZMQV\PM
WNNMV[Q^MbWVM4MMUILMI[XMK\IK]TIZ[I^M
IOIQV[\=67¼[*ZWKS5WV\XM\Q\IN\MZPM
_W]TLJMI\I0][SaLMNMVLMZIVL_ITSMLQV
XZIK\QKITTa]V\W]KPML
;MKWVL[IN\MZJW\P\MIU[_MZMJIKS\W
M^MV[\ZMVO\P8ZWKPVWZMKMQ^MLIXI[[_PQTM
[SI\QVO\PZW]OP\PM[TW\NZWU2IZML.M[\TMZ
8ZWKPVWZMTMI[MLITI[MZ_ZQ[\[PW\\PI\
JW]VKMLWNN :aIV5I[[IQV\W\PM\WXKWZVMZ
OQ^QVO\PM0][SQM[ITMIL¹2IZMLR][\
XI[[MLUM\PMX]KSIVL1\WWSI[PW\\PI\
OW\ITQ\\TMT]KSWVQ\[_Ia\W\PMJIKSWN \PM
VM\º8ZWKPVW[IQL
<PM0][SQM[WVKMIOIQVKIUMW]\ÆaQVOQV\PM\PQZLXMZQWL<PMaKWV\ZWTTML
\PM[XMMLWN \PMOIUMIVLLWUQVI\ML\PM
XPa[QKITI[XMK\QV\PMXMZQWL<PM5I^MZQKS[
LQLV¼\OMVMZI\MI[PW\WVOWIT]V\QTIJW]\
UQV]\M[QV\W\PMXMZQWL
<PM0][SQM[KPITTMVOML5I[[I_Q\P
[PW\[NZWU\PMXWQV\WLLUIVZ][PM[IVL
UIVaXWQV\JTIVSKPIVKM[NZWU\PMLZWX
WN \PMX]KSQV\PM\PQZLXMZQWLJ]\_MZM
]VIJTM\W[KWZM]V\QT\PMTI[\UQV]\MWN \PM
XMZQWL
?Q\P[MKWVL[TMN\QV\PMOIUM;+;=
LMNMVLMZ<IaTWZ2WPV[WV_W]TLILLIVW\PMZ
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A scrum breaks out in front of SCSU goaltender Mike Lee who was able to
record his second shutout of the season Friday night in route to a 4-0 victory.
XW_MZXTIaOWIT\W\PM0][SQM[\W\IT2WPV[WVZQXXMLI[TIX[PW\NZWU\PMJT]MTQVM
\PI\[TQL\PZW]OP5I[[I¼[Å^MPWTMOQ^QVO\PM
0][SQM[I^QK\WZa
¹1\_I[VQKMVW\\WXTIaW]ZJM[\IVL[\QTT
OM\\PM_QVº5W\bSW[IQL
<PM0][SQM[PILI[WTQLOIUMLMNMV[Q^MTaJTWKSQVOIVLLMÆMK\QVOUIVaWN \PM[PW\[
\PI\=67_I[\PZW_QVOI\\PMVM\<PM

LMNMVLMZ[IVLOWITQM_MZMWV\PM[IUMXIOM
\PMMV\QZMOIUM_PQKPPMTXML\PM0][SQM[
VW\KP\PM[P]\W]\IKKWZLQVO\W4MM
4MM_I[W]\[\IVLQVO[\WXXQVOITT
[PW\[\PM5I^MZQKS[PILZMKWZLQVOPQ[
[MKWVL[P]\W]\WN \PM[MI[WVOQ^QVO\PM
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Men’s basketball downs Bemidji in Central Regions
Ryan Fitzgerald

[QUXTM#OM\\PMJITTLW_VTW_\WJQOUIV<QU*MZO[\ZI[MZ
JMKI][M\PM*MI^MZ[¼PI^MPILXZWJTMU[ITTaMIZ_Q\PXW[\
XTIaMZ[
¹1\[MMU[M^MZa\MIU_MXTIa\PMQZXW[\XTIaMZOM\[
<PMUMV¼[JI[SM\JITT\MIUPILLIa[_Q\PVWOIUM[
XWQV\[WV][M^MZaOIUMº*W_MV[IQL
\WXZMXIZMNWZ\PM6+))+MV\ZIT:MOQWV<W]ZVIUMV\
)VL\PI\¼[_PI\_WZSMLNWZ0][SQM[I[*MZO[\ZI[MZ_MV\
QV+WTWZILWIVL_Q\PNZM[PTMO[\PM0][SQM[_MZMIJTM\W
NZWU\PMÅMTLQV\PM[MKWVLPITN[KWZQVOXWQV\[QV
LMNMI\*MUQLRQ;\I\M=VQ^MZ[Q\aQVIOIUM_PMZM\PM
0][SQM[JI\\TML\PZW]OPIL^MZ[Q\aITTOIUM
\PMXIQV\JMNWZMPMTMN\\PMOIUM_Q\PISVMMQVR]Za0MPIL
<PM0][SQM[OW\WNN \WIZW]OP[\IZ\WVTa[PWW\QVO XWQV\[QV\PMOIUM\WTMILITT[KWZMZ[
NZWU\PMÅMTL\W[\IZ\\PMOIUMIVL\ZIQTMLJaI[UIVaI[
*MZO[\ZI[MZ_I[Z]VVQVOLW_V\PMKW]Z\IVL\ZQML\W
XWQV\[QV\PMÅZ[\PITN
XTIV\PQ[NWW\[WPMKW]TLKPIVOMLQZMK\QWV[IVLQ\KWTTIX[ML
¹*MUQLRQ[PW\\PMPMKSW]\WN \PMJITT\PMÅZ[\PITNº[IQL WVPQU<PQ[Q[\PM[IUMSVMMPMPI[PIL[]ZOMZaWVJMNWZM
PMILKWIKP3M^QV;KPTIOMT¹<PMaX]\][WVW]ZPMMT[NWZI IVL\PMM`\MV\WN \PQ[QVR]ZaQ[]VSVW_VIKKWZLQVO\W
OWWLXIZ\WN \PMPITNº
Schlagel.
<PM0][SQM[LQLV¼\TM\\PM*MI^MZ[OM\\WWKWUNWZ\IJTM
¹<QUQ[IVIUIbQVOXTIaMZIVL_M_W]TLV¼\JMPMZM
_PMV\PMaPILILW]JTMLQOQ\TMILI[\PMa[P]\LW_V\PM
_Q\PW]\PQUº[IQL;KW\\0I_SQV[¹1\¼[PIZL\W[MMPQUOW
*MI^MZ¼[\PZMMXWQV\[PWW\QVO<PM*MI^MZ[PI^M[Q`XTIaMZ[ LW_VJ]\_M¼ZMOWQVO\WXTIaNWZPQUº
WV\PMZW[\MZ\PI\[PWW\JM\\MZ\PIVXMZKMV\NZWUJMPQVL
<WILLN]MT\W\PMÅZM\_WWN \PM0][SQM[¼XTIaMZ[<PMW
\PMIZK_PQKPQ[_PI\UW[\\MIU[[\ZQ^MNWZIKKWZLQVO\W
:W\P[\MQVIVL5QSM:W[\IUXW]ZJW\PNW]TMLW]\WN \PM
Schlagel.
OIUM_Q\PTM[[\PIVÅ^MUQV]\M[TMN\QV\PMOIUM
)\\PMUQL_IaXWQV\\PM0][SQM[[MMUML\WOM\I[XIZS
7VKMIOIQV\PM0][SQM[JMVKPKIUM]XJQOJaJMQVO
NZWUQ\[JMVKPM[XMKQITTa<WVa,W]OTI[_PWUILMJQO
IJTM\WOM\IVMQOP\XWQV\TMILIVLPWTLQVOWNN \PM*MI^MZ[¼
XTIa[LW_V\PM[\ZM\KP\WK]\\PM*MI^MZTMIL\W
LIVOMZW][\PZMMXWQV\I\\IKS
heading into halftime.
0I_SQV[KIUMWNN \PMJMVKPIVLOI^M\PM0][SQM[IJQO
¹*ZWWS[KIUMQVIVLOI^M\PMUI[XIZS_Q\P\PZMMY]QKS MQOP\XWQV\[IVLIOIUMKPIVOQVOWNNMV[Q^MZMJW]VL
XTIa[º[IQL*MUQLRQ;\I\MPMILKWIKP5I\\*W_MV¹<PI\
¹1SVW_QN 1LWV¼\XTIaQV\PMÅZ[\PITN 1SVW_1¼UOWQVO
UQOP\¼^MJMMV\PMLQNNMZMVKMJMKI][MQ\_I[I!Z]VNWZ
\PMUIVL_MKW]TL¼^MKZMI\ML[WUM[MXIZI\QWVº
<PMOIUMXTIVNWZ\PM0][SQM[QV\PM[MKWVLPITN _I[
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2=63)1<-70;<)..807<7/:)80-:

<PMW:W\P[\MQVÆWI\[\PMJITT\W\PMJI[SM\IOIQV[\
MSU helping the Huskies win 64-63.

